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New BS 8634 Portable Roof Ladder
Standard Open for Comment

Leeds Roofing Apprentices Build on Regional Skills Success
co-ordinator, said: “This year’s
results were outstanding.
Everyone worked so hard, and
these results would not have
been possible if it wasn’t for the
dedication of each competitor
and every individual who trained
our students to the impeccable
standards required to compete
against other colleges.

The new draft British Standard 8634 specifies requirements for
portable roof ladders designed solely to provide temporary access
to pitched roofs with angles between 25° and 65° for tasks that
are of short duration and low risk.
The Standard covers single section roof ladders, extending roof
ladders, roof ladders with hinge (articulated) joints, roof ladders
with telescopic joints, and multi-part (sectional) roof ladders.
Now BSI are asking for comments on the draft Standard, which
can be done by visiting the BSI website:http://bit.ly/2t1uyVj

“Our roof slating and tiling
students did particularly well
winning all of the top three
places in their category.”

The proposed Standard specifies:

The UK Roofing Contractors Top 14
Inspirational Companies
New research has identified 14 inspirational companies who are prospering
within the UK Roofing Contractors sector.
Research from global market analysts, Plimsoll Publishing Ltd analysed the
financial health of the UK’s largest 1000 UK Roofing Contractors with the
latest report has singling out 14 companies who are going from strength to
strength.
These 14 leading companies have reported sales increases of 6%, as well as
pre-tax profit margins of at least 5% in their latest year of accounts and are
rated as ‘Strong’ in Plimsoll’s latest study.
Company Name
A.& E.ELKINS LTD
AVONSIDE GROUP SERVICES LTD
BICESTER ROOFING COMPANY LTD
CENTRAL ROOFING AND BUILDING SERVICES LTD
CURTIS MOORE (CLADDING SYSTEMS) LTD
EVERLAST WATERPROOFING LTD
HODGSON SAYERS LTD
BARRETT (ROOFING) LTD
INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION (SUSSEX) LTD
JOHN FLOWERS LTD
LIBERTY ROOFING SERVICES LTD
M & J GROUP (CONSTRUCTION & ROOFING) LTD
NORTHERN CLADDING LTD
RICHARDSON ROOFING HOLDINGS LTD

Year End
30-Apr-16
31-Dec-15
30-Jun-16
30-Apr-16
31-Mar-16
31-May-16
31-Dec-15
31-May-16
30-Nov-16
31-Mar-16
31-Dec-16
31-Dec-15
31-May-16
31-Aug-16

n general design features, requirements and test methods;
n the supporting elements, the bearers and ridge hook, and
their connections to the ladders, including how a ladder is
supported and located by the ridge of a pitched roof;
n the pitch, dimensions and form of a roof ladder’s climbing
surfaces, according to the intended angles of use;
n the wheels used to manoeuvre a roof ladder into position on
a pitched roof; and
n markings and user instructions.
Roof ladders conforming to this new Standard are not intended
for use as leaning or standing ladders.
Commenting on the proposals, Stephen Bratt of Bratts Ladders
said:
“We are all aware of products that come up short in quality,
strength and stability. This has been emphasised by the large
number of imported products, with suggestion that they meet UK
standards.
“The Kite mark is the backbone for the UK ladder and step user,
giving reassurance of safe products that are fit for purpose.
Unfortunately, a roof ladder standard was never developed,
leaving the user and manufacturer to their own ends.

For enquiries, please contact Chris Glancey on email: chrisg@plimsoll.co.uk,
or call 01642626419 or visit www.plimsoll.co.uk.
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Mark Sims, lecturer and Leeds College of Building’s competition

HSE Releases Annual Workplace Fatality Figures
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has released its annual data for work-related fatal accidents,
showing that 137 workers were fatally injured between April 2016 and March 2017 (a rate of 0.43 per
100,000 workers), the second lowest year on record, and compared to 147 deaths last year.
The new figures show that there were 30 fatal injuries to construction workers recorded. While
construction accounts for the largest share, this is
the lowest number on record for the sector, with the
annual average for the past five years at 39. However,
the annual average rate over the last five years in
construction is around four times as high as the all
industry rate. There were 25 fatal falls from height.

“Creating this new standard has opened the door to questions of
how work is carried out on roofs and how best to ensure the
equipment is suited for a multitude of tasks.
“I strongly believe that the new BS 8634 standard will not only
create a strong starting point to ensure a safer product, but also
allow the development of practical training for the end user.”

The government has agreed to support
the continuation of the Construction
Industry Training Board (CITB) after a
review started earlier this year.
Although the government has not yet
reported on the review, Skills Minister
Anne Milton wrote to CITB chairman,
James Wates, saying that it supports
continuation of the training levy, as
well as fundamental reform of the CITB
itself.
The government’s position is seen as
important to the construction industry
in helping it to decide whether to
approve the training levy proposals it
is currently being consulted on.
Brian Berry, Chief Executive of the
Federation of Master Builders (FMB),
said: “We now have some official
indication of the government’s
position. Most people agree that the
CITB had lost its way, but scrapping it
altogether would only make the
construction skills crisis worse. What
we now want to see is for the CITB
leadership to embrace a culture of
change until we’ve reformed the
organisation from head to toe.”
Berry continued: “It’s slightly
frustrating that we won’t see the
detailed content of the government’s
CITB review until after the consensus
process has come to an end. We are
particularly keen to see some
recommendations regarding the need
for a governance review as the current
structure is not fit-for-purpose.
Make up of the industry

Fatal Injuries to Workers by Industry

Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd has appointed Dean Wincott as its new Managing Director.

l 606 companies have been rated as ‘Strong’

The Plimsoll Roofing Contractors Analysis examines the largest 1000
companies operating in the UK, as well as the 14 inspirational companies.

Harry Pennock took first place in roof slating and tiling, while Charlie
Oakes and James Tidswell lined up in second and third positions.

The highest scoring competitors
from the regional heats will now
go on to take part in three days
of competition at the National
Skills Show at Birmingham’s
NEC from 16th – 18th November.
They may also get the
opportunity to represent the UK
in the international skills
competition - WorldSkills.

Langley Continues Growth with New MD Appointment

Plimsoll’s latest study also reveals:

l 242 firms are making a loss

The College hosted the SkillBuild competition for the Yorkshire region
at its Hunslet campus in Leeds.

Mesothelioma, contracted through past exposure to
asbestos, killed 2,542 people in Great Britain in 2015
compared to 2,519 in 2014. The current figures
relating to asbestos-related cancer reflect widespread
exposures before 1980. Annual deaths are therefore
expected to start to reduce after this current decade.

Speaking about the results, Plimsoll’s chief analyst, David Pattison, said:
“In a competitive market, the challenge for any company is to balance sales
growth along with commercial strength. The 14 companies highlighted in
the latest Plimsoll Analysis are doing just that.”

l 232 businesses are ripe for takeover

Roofing apprentices from Leeds College of Building have seen off
competition from rival colleges to win all of the top three positions in
the roof slating and tiling skills competition.

CITB Reforms Get
Green Light from
Government

Dean brings with him more than 25 years’ experience in the industry, with specialisms in
the maintenance, refurbishment, and new build sectors. Prior to becoming MD, Dean was
Langley’s Sales and Marketing Director, responsible for enhancing client relationships,
and building Langley’s portfolio through new business development. As MD, he is now
responsible for driving further growth through the business, ensuring the company’s
strong market position and its commitment to clients and customers.
Tony Silvestri, Group MD, commented: “We’re extremely pleased to have Dean in this role and driving the
future direction of Langley Waterproofing Systems Ltd. Not only does his appointment continue to provide
solid foundations on which the brand can grow within the group, but it also facilitates a wider infrastructure
growth, which will continue to see Langley at the forefront of the roofing industry.”

“When you look at the make-up of our
industry, 99% of firms are small and
medium-sized (SME) companies but
we don’t see that reflected on either
the Board or the Council.
“We recognise and support the need
for a streamlined Board of
competencies, but the CITB will
continue to flounder until it is properly
representative.
“For too long, major contractors have
called the shots and although they
have an important role to play, their
role has been inflated – especially
when you consider that it’s the small
firms that carry out the bulk of the
training in our industry.”
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NFRC Launches
Safe2Torch Guidance

House Building Must Do More
to Avoid Workforce Crisis

Carlisle CM Europe Scoops Prestigious UK
Industry Award

House builders need to do more to attract women
and young people, if the industry is to avoid a
workforce crisis, new research from the NHBC
Foundation has found.

The National Federation of Roofing Contractors
(NFRC) launched their Safe2Torch campaign at
the beginning of July. The focus of the campaign
is new guidance, developed in partnership with
industry stakeholders to reduce the risk of roof
fires when using gas torches on roofs.

The NHBC Foundation report The gender and age
profile of the house-building sector ,warns of a
significant shortfall in workers caused by an overreliance on an ageing, male-dominated workforce and
potential restrictions to labour after Brexit.

The Safe2Torch campaign will directly affect at
least 50% of all the flat roofs installed in the UK.
Kevin Taylor, Head of Technical Services at NFRC
says: “Roof fires caused by gas torches, no matter
how minor, pose a serious threat to life, property,
the image of the industry and possibly even the
long-term future of torch-on as an accepted
method of covering a roof. NFRC believe that by
working together, fires of this nature can be
prevented, which is why we have launched our
Safe2Torch campaign.”

West Country Apprentices Dominate Roofing’s
Top Ten
Somerset’s Joe Stradling has won the prestigious Redland Apprentice of the Year against stiff
competition as one of ten of the country’s best roofing apprentices. In a West Country double,
Cornishman Tom Knight was also awarded Highly Commended.
Joe, who works for West Country Tiling in Frome, has won a £1,000 cash prize, the title of
Redland Apprentice of the Year 2017, together with a trophy, and a lifetime supply of free-ofcharge courses at the Redland National Training Centre.

The Safe2Torch campaign is designed to support
specification writers to comply with the
Construction Design and Management (CDM)
Regulations 2015.
The CDM regulations state that, “The person who
selects products for use in construction is a
designer and must take account of health and
safety issues arising from their use. If a product is
purpose-built, the person who prepares the
specification is a designer and so are
manufacturers, if they develop a detailed design.”
The guidance includes
an illustrated
document which is free
to download and
includes an updated
safe specification
checklist. This
checklist will form the
basis of an electronic
surveying app, which
the NFRC will also be
launching. Users will
be able to upload photos and notes via a smart
phone or tablet, with a webcast setting out the
main points of Safe2Torch for those conducting
the surveys, as well as tips on how to use the
surveying app.
The Safe2Torch guidance also covers the
reduction of fire risks in general, including drying
out decks and hot works permits.
6| Roofing Today

The team at Carlisle CM Europe, together with Topek Ltd and Robertson Construction Group
Ltd, are celebrating after scooping two awards at the prestigious UK Roofing Awards.

Both Joe and Tom found the competition not only challenging but also rewarding,
introducing them to another side of the industry.

The Awards took place on the 19th May in London and recognise outstanding standards in
the roofing industry. Projects were judged on several categories, including workmanship,
safety, complexity and the challenges they overcame.

“The competition was really good, but it wasn’t what I’d expected and took me and
everyone else out of our comfort zone,” commented Joe, while Tom could see it furthering
their careers in the long term. “It really boosted my confidence and taught me skills that I
would need to run my own business, presentation particularly,” he said.

Carlisle CM Europe received the Single Ply Roofing Award. Additionally, the same project
scooped the Green Roofing Award for their work on the Macallan Distillery Expansion in
Scotland. This project is one of a kind in the UK and required several tailor-made solutions
including a bespoke roof design that was created by Carlisle CM Europe’s technical team.
Carlisle’s Academy provided specialist product and installation training to Topek’s
installation team, covering intricate product and installation details and specifications.
One of Topek’s most experienced squads, with more than sixty years’ experience between
them, was assigned the task of bringing all these elements together to deliver the final
package. They worked to a tight deadline and brought the roofing project to completion two
weeks ahead of schedule.

As Joe’s tutor, Alan King of the National Construction College South points out, the
competition was not simply to reward roofing skills, but also to highlight the industry’s
future leaders and entrepreneurs.
“This fantastic initiative wasn’t a skills test, but was about the lads applying themselves
and learning to present themselves as young businessmen,” he said. “I saw lads that were
shy to begin with, but by the end they were confident enough to give a 10 minute
presentation in front of a room full of people they’d never met before.”
The final took place 27-28 June at the Redland National Training Centre.

“We are so proud to win the award in the single ply roofing category, but what is equally
impressive is that the same project also won an award in the green roof category,”
commented Duncan Kirkwood, Carlisle CM Europe’s UK Managing Director.

Welsh Slate Launches Factory Tour CPD

The CPD tour covers structural design,
construction, technology and engineering to
a general awareness knowledge level and
earns architects double CPD points.

Welsh Slate MD, Chris Allwood said: “Architects will see why Penrhyn quarry has prevailed
for many centuries and how modern methods of manufacturing are being applied.”

The report, based on the ONS Labour Force Survey
and interviews with house building companies,
shows just 12% of the UK’s house building workforce
is female, the majority working in secretarial or
administration jobs, with less than 4% having a
skilled trade role. The report also finds that girls, are
put off by the negative, stereotypical image the
industry.
Commenting, NHBC Head of Research and
Innovation Neil Smith said: “Young people and
young women in particular need to be made aware of
the wide range of roles in the industry. From design
to engineering and site management, many careers
in house building are rewarding and well paid.”

Torch-on System Now
Exclusive to SIG D&T
The SIG brand bituminous torch-on
roofing system is now exclusively
available through SIG Design &
Technology. The business has
appointed two new members of
staff to support roofers and
specifiers.
Ian Dryden
Ian Dryden is the new National
Specification Manager for the product range and
Daniel Campbell is working alongside Ian to cover
the southern half of England.

A RIBA-approved site tour CPD is now
available from Welsh Slate, giving architects
an appreciation of the demanding working
environment and challenges of crafting slate.

The factory tour is at Welsh Slate’s main
Penrhyn quarry in Bethesda, near Bangor in
North Wales, and includes a 4x4 tour of the quarry area.

With estimates showing that the sector needs to
recruit 700,000 more people to replace those retiring
or moving on, plus an extra 120,000 if the
government’s aim to build one million new homes by
2020 is to be achieved, the NHBC Foundation report
calls on government and house builders to recognise
the seriousness of the problem and to act now to
address the shortfall.

The other eight finalists in the Redland Apprentice of the Year competition were:
David Crank, County Durham with Newcastle College and Hodgson Sayers; Ben Kearns, Stoke-on-Trent with NCC Midlands and
Novus Property Solutions; Kieran Langhan, Yorkshire with Leeds College of Building and David Langhan Roofing Contractor;
Gavin Metson, Essex with Eastern Region Roof Training Group and Avonside; Ceiran Peel-Price, Wirral with Bolton College and
Les Perry Roofing Contractors; Liam Smy, Suffolk with Eastern Region Roof Training Group and Scofield & Lait; Moy Trott,
Wales with Wales National Roof Training Group and Trottsco; Ollie Young, Bath with Cornwall College and Young’s Roofing.

SIG Design & Technology’s trading director, Mike
Crook said; “Adding this well established and proven
product range has enabled us to offer a bituminous
solution to our customer base. As part of our
#PerfectRoof service, we can now recommend design,
supply and guarantee a torch-on solution if it’s the
optimum system for an individual roof.
“We are also recruiting experienced BUR installers to
join our Design and Technology Accredited Installers
group (DATACs) for SIGnature projects.”
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Roof Ventilation
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Control of Condensation in the Modern Pitched Roof
John Mercer, Technical Manager at Wienerberger

The UK has one of the oldest housing stocks in Europe, with around one in five
houses built before 1919. The majority of UK homes are houses or bungalows (as
opposed to flats) and nearly all are traditionally-built masonry or timber
constructions with tiled or slated pitched roofs.

through junctions and penetrations, such as light fittings, loft hatches etc., to
create a ‘well-sealed’ ceiling. We now have well-documented methods for
achieving this in new buildings, though it is usually difficult in existing ones.
Greater energy efficiency is achieved, and the risk of condensation reduced, if
we prevent air leakage through the ceiling. However, where this is not practical,
we must use adequate ventilation to remove the water vapour from the roof
space.

As we strive to improve the energy efficiency of our homes greater levels of
thermal insulation reduces the average temperatures within the roof structure.
Warm moist air, generated within the living space finds its way through the
ceiling into the cold roof space.

Ventilation requirements

What do we define as the roof space? The roof space is the ‘cold’ area between
the insulation and the roof underlay. In a typical home, where the insulation is
laid over the ceiling joists, the roof space is the loft. Where the loft is a living
space, that is, the insulation is laid parallel with the rafters (typically under
and/or between the rafters), then the roof space is the much smaller gap between
the insulation and underlay.

BS 5250 sets out the minimum requirements for roofspace ventilation. For
example, in the average house with a cold loft, there should be a minimum of a
7mm continuous ventilation gap at eaves when using a vapour permeable
underlay with a normal unsealed ceiling. With all the benefits of dry fix systems
well documented, it also makes perfect sense to supplement eaves ventilation
with high-level ventilation using a dry ridge system <– see fig 3>. Although
eaves-to-eaves ventilation works well in theory, it relies on external air
movement and may not work so well in practice if the house is too close to
adjacent houses, or if the loft is full of items blocking the air flow.

The ability of air to hold moisture reduces as it cools, so it deposits the moisture
onto cold surfaces in the form of condensation. For example, in a two-storey
house with a floor plan of 100 m2, there is a total of 420 cu metres of air, which,
at 20 degrees, could potentially hold up to 8.4 litres of water vapour. If this warm
air passes through the ceiling into the roof space and cools down to 10 degrees,
it can then only hold 3.4 litres of water vapour. So 5 litres of water will be
deposited somewhere, if it is not allowed to escape from the roof space. It may
not be as dramatic as that in practice, but it illustrates the potential risks.

Another common example is where a vapour permeable underlay is used and
the insulation is located parallel with the rafters. If an effective air and vapour
control layer and well-sealed ceiling can be guaranteed, then roofspace
ventilation is not required. Otherwise, eaves to ridge ventilation should be
installed, with clear airways in all rafter voids between the insulation and
underlay.

So why do we have a potential problem? Until the late 1970’s we predominantly
used open cavity construction in the UK. Air bricks were installed at low level to
allow air to pass into the space under the timber floor and into the cavity walls.
the living space and structure becomes increasingly important.
Although older houses can be brought up to modern thermal
requirements – often relatively easily with the addition of double
glazing, cavity wall insulation, extra loft insulation etc. - it is far
more difficult, if not impossible, to create effective vapour barriers
and well-sealed ceilings to prevent the moisture-laden air from
reaching the roof space.
The switch to vapour-permeable and air-permeable roofing
underlays has been greatly beneficial in helping to prevent harmful
levels of condensation from building up in the roofspace. However,
The moisture held in warm air must be deposited somewhere when the air cools, if it is not allowed to
escape from the roof space.

it is important to use these products correctly, in accordance with the
guidance given in BS 5250 and with the information contained in the
underlay’s accreditation certificate.
Two controls
In simple terms, there are two ways we can control the risk of
condensation build-up in the roofspace: we either prevent water vapour
from reaching the loft space in the first place, or we remove it once it
gets there before it has chance to build up to harmful levels.
To prevent water vapour passing from the living space into the cold
roof space, it is necessary to install effective vapour barriers. It is
difficult, if not impossible to construct a totally air-tight ceiling, so
British Standard BS 9250 gives guidance on minimising air leakage

The tops of the cavity walls were open and air was able to flow to and from the
cavities into the roof space. This all meant that cold air passed all around the
outside of the living areas. Of course, because the construction was so air-open
generally, thermal performance was extremely poor, with little or often no,
insulation installed - but condensation was not usually a problem.
Since the early 1980s we have been closing cavities at the top and using cavity
liners to restrict air movement into the cavities. At the same time, we have
steadily increased the level of insulation in the roof and now include it in the
cavity walls. More recently, we started to better understand the thermal benefits
of more air-tight construction. This all means that controlled ventilation of both
8| Roofing Today

It is worth considering when designing a building that occupants may not
always use it in the way it was intended, so err on the side of caution and
provide robust solutions. For example, a family with several young children may
generate far more condensation than a single person, pushing ventilation
systems beyond their limits, particularly in winter.
Building Regulations and BS 5250 recognise that temporary condensation may
occur during adverse climatic and internal conditions (e.g. very cold outside
with little or no air movement, warm indoors with no windows open). It is
common to see temporary overloads of condensation appearing on the underlay,
which dissipates within a few days with no harm done – usually during very
cold, but still, weather conditions. Any temporary condensation must not be
severe enough to cause damp or staining on internal surfaces or cause damage
to the structure generally.

Summary
l In new build homes, we must strive to minimise air leakage
through ceilings with efficient, well-sealed ceilings and air and
vapour control layers
l In older properties, we must accept that air-leakage happens and
adequately ventilate the roof space to prevent harmful
condensation forming
l In extremes of cold/still air, condensation ‘overload’ may occur,
even where the roof space ventilation complies with the guidance
given in BS 5250. So supplement eaves ventilation with high-level
ventilation for greater efficiency

A traditional British construction: air bricks installed at a low level allow air to pass
through the timber floor into the cavity wall, and so pass into the roof space.

It makes perfect sense to supplement eaves ventilation with high-level ventilation using a dry
ridge system.

l Contact Wienerberger Roof Technical Support for advice on how
to ventilate your roof space
Roofing Today |9

Fragile Roofs
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Fragile Roofs:
Tread Carefully
Janine Brady - Marketing Manager, SIG Roofing
When it comes to working at height, the roofing sector has come a long way,
with multiple regulations implemented to help increase safety. However,
even with all the right steps in place, working on roofs can still be a highrisk activity, and without the appropriate knowledge, skills, and experience
to carry out work safely and competently, accidents can occur.
Take fragile roofs, for example. It’s estimated that falls through fragile
surfaces, particularly fibre-cement roofs and rooflights, account for around
24% of all fall from height injuries in the construction industry. Sadly, due to
the nature of these accidents, severe injuries or even loss of life can occur.
Whilst many of the workers that make up this statistic are not trained roofers
- they are people carrying out other tasks such as maintenance and
surveying, and the accidents occur across the whole range of roofing work the statistic is still proof that without foresight and straightforward
protection measures, accidents and injuries are inevitable.

Walkways can enable safe working on fragile roofs. Picture courtesy Easi-Dec.

To help alleviate the problem, manufacturers have responded in various
ways, either by producing more robust products (so that they are no longer
categorised as fragile), or by retrofitting covers, using walkways, and other
safe access products. However, even with the right equipment and safety
measures in place, if you aren’t fully qualified and experienced in working on
fragile roofs, or respectful of health and safety legislation, then safety can’t be
guaranteed.
Before we review the recommended equipment and safety measures, let’s
look at the meaning of a ‘fragile’ roof. Basically, it includes any surfaces and
materials that will not safely support the weight of a person and the
materials they may be carrying. They are typically found on factories,
warehouses and agricultural buildings, and the most hazardous surfaces are
roof lights and skylights, corroded metal sheets, non-reinforced fibre cement
sheets, roof slates and tiles, and glass such as wired glass. One could argue,
however, that all roofs, including domestic roofs, should be treated as fragile
until a competent person has confirmed that they are non-fragile.
The principles of working on fragile surfaces are exactly the same as any
other form of work at height; in that a hierarchy of control and detailed risk
assessment needs to be introduced to ensure that the work can be carried
out safely. Of course, the best option would be to avoid working on such

surfaces, and in some instances this could be done from below using a
suitable working platform. However, if this isn’t possible, it’s worth
considering using mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs). As well
as enabling the work to be carried out without actually having to step
onto the roof itself, they offer edge protection and a safe working
platform too.
If access onto the fragile surface is unavoidable, then you need to
consider how to best access the area safely and alleviate the fall
distance and consequences of a potential fall. This can achieved by
protecting the perimeter of the roof with edge protection, and by using
stagings or platforms with guardrails on the roof surface to help spread
the loads. Introducing covers to protect fragile areas, such as
rooflights, will also increase safety.

A mobile elevating work platform (MEWP) that enables fragile roof work to be carried out safely.

If these measures are not possible, then safety nets should be installed
underneath the roof. Alternatively, a harness system with adequate
anchorage points should be introduced, providing that operatives are
fully trained in both inspecting, using the system and emergency fall
rescue procedures.
It’s also important that warning signs are fixed on the approach to any
fragile surface to alert workers to the dangers, and that everyone
carrying out the work is trained, competent and instructed in the use
of the precautions required. On business premises, contractors should
also work closely with the client and agree arrangements for managing
the work.
No matter how short the duration of time operatives are on the roof,
effective precautions must always be taken for all work on or near
fragile surfaces. Accidents can be avoided as long as suitable
equipment is used, and those carrying out the work are provided with
adequate information, training and supervision. More importantly,
there must never be room for complacency. You must constantly
review the procedures and equipment that you have in place to ensure
that you are not only meeting these standards, but surpassing them.
Then, and only then, will you and those around you have maximum
protection from fragile roofs.
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Liquid Waterproofing
Market Evolution and Growth
Sarah Spink, Chief Executive of the Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing Association
(LRWA), discusses the technical developments in liquid applied waterproofing and
how product versatility has enabled the market to grow.

There is often a misconception that liquidapplied waterproofing is a recent development,
but a combination of natural bitumen and
various fillers, such as sand, was used to
waterproof roofs as early as the 1820s. By the
late 1800s, natural bitumen was being specified
extensively, applied as a liquid with
reinforcement layers using jute, straw, rag felt
and other man-made materials.
Today, liquid waterproofing technology is
continuously evolving and the systems we
specify now are a result of decades of
innovation. Reactive acrylics, acrylic emulsions,
styrene butadienes and unsaturated polyesters
were first introduced in the 1960s and 1970s, for
example; solvent-based block copolymers and
single component moisture-triggered,
polyurethane roof coatings followed in the1980s;
and further innovations to polyester systems
became available in the 1990s for direct
application to an increasing range of substrates.
The evolution of liquid waterproofing is
reflected through changes in the LRWA. The
association was originally formed as the
Bituminous Roof Coating Manufacturers
Association (BRCMA) in the 1970s to promote

Polyurea’s main major benefit is its quick curing quality.

good practice in the industry. In the early 1990s,
the growth in non-bituminous products meant
the association changed to the European Liquid
Roofing Association (ELRA) to incorporate all
liquid roofing systems. The association
progressively became a voice for the industry
and was involved in the drafting of European
standards for liquids.

In 2005, a second reinvention recognising the
wider markets liquid waterproofing was being
used in, resulted in the formation of the ELWA
(European Liquid Waterproofing Association).
Yet, as the market has expanded over time,
including the roofing sector, the association
recognised the need for an industry voice in the
UK and re-launched in 2010 to become the Liquid
Roofing and Waterproofing Association (LRWA).
Versatile waterproofing
Liquid roofing and waterproofing systems offer a
highly durable solution for both new build
applications and the refurbishment of existing
roofs, balconies and walkways. Yet, there isn’t
one single liquid technology suitable for every
project.
Systems are made up of different chemistries,
meaning that some are far better suited in certain
applications than others. The LRWA for example
consists of several manufacturer members, all
offering excellent waterproofing solutions with
varying chemistries.
So, what are the key liquid technologies available
on the market today? And, what are the most
important considerations that should be taken
into account when it comes to specifying and
applying these liquid systems?

GRP was first developed in the 1940s and is predominantly used for domestic properties with small flat roofs.
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PMMA (Polymethyl Methacrylate) - First developed
in 1928 by chemists’ William Chalmers, Otto Röhm
and Walter Bauer, PMMA was brought to market
in 1933 by the Rohm and Haas Company. The
success of PMMA relies on its rapid curing
qualities, as it can dry in 30 - 40 minutes and
sometimes even less, by using additional catalyst.
PMMA-based systems tend to have at least two
components: resin and a catalyst or activator.
PMMA is ideal for waterproofing projects where
access to site is very limited and work must be
completed extremely quickly. This includes
communal walkways, stairways, car parks or
balconies in occupied housing.

Polyurethane - Probably the most popular
chemistry type with a long track record in the UK
market, polyurethanes are extremely versatile and
can be used in a multitude of applications.
Systems can provide a cost-effective option for
metal roofs, gutters, flat roofs of any size, warm
roofs, green roofs, as well as trafficked walkways,
balconies and terraces. Products are available as
both single and twin packs, may use glass fibre
matting or polyester fleece reinforcement; single
(wet-on-wet) application or multi-layer
applications; and can be reactive systems,
moisture triggered or moisture cured. Some
products on the market are odour free; ideal for use
in sensitive areas such as nurseries, hospitals or
schools, causing little disruption to occupiers of
the building.
Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP) - Consisting of a
glass fibre reinforced polyester resin, GRP was first
introduced around the 1940s. These systems are
predominantly used for domestic properties with
small flat roofs, best suited to areas of less than
100 m2. This is because the system always
requires the application of a quality plywood or
oriented strand board substrate - but can also be
applied to other surfaces, such as concrete with
the use of primers, if required. Contractors would
typically use GRP for foot trafficked areas, such as
walkways or balconies, as well as garage roofs,
outhouses and housing extensions. GRP is also a
popular specification within local authority
frameworks.

Flexible Polyester - This technology consists
of an unsaturated polyester resin, reinforced
with either fibreglass mat or polyester fleece.
Flexible polyester is very fast curing which
allows for quick walk-on times. These
systems can be applied to a wide range of
substrates and are equally suited to
refurbishment or new build. Various colours
and finishes can be incorporated with flexible
polyester to suit the needs of the client, and
thanks to its tough finish, it can be used for
balconies as well as roofs.
Polyurea Technology - First developed 40
years ago, polyurea technology is now an
advanced liquid coating system. Its main,
major benefit is its quick curing qualities –
ideal in applications where area access
cannot be restricted for many hours. It is often
tack-free within 10 to 60 seconds after
application and can be trafficked within the
hour, returning an area to service quicker than
other coatings – an attractive quality in the
UK’s unpredictable climate. Roofing is a
typical application, but is also often specified
for podium decks, balconies, bridge coatings,
landscape and water containment and
playgrounds.
Cold-Applied Bitumen - Bitumen technology
has been used as a waterproofing solution for
centuries. The co-efficient thermal expansion
of bitumen is considerably greater than most
popular construction materials, such as
concrete or steel, meaning once applied, it is
less likely to crack. Bitumen has repeatedly
evolved over time, not least with the
introduction of highly insulated structures,
meaning systems needed to cope with greater
extremes of temperature - hotter summers and
colder winters, causing higher levels of

thermal expansion and contraction. This has led
to rubber based polymers being introduced into
product formulations.
Thermoplastic Block Copolymers (SEBS) –
Launched more than 50 years ago, SEBS has
undergone much technological advancement. It
can be used in the refurbishment and
waterproofing of both metal and asbestos profiled
sheets, and as a waterproofing solution on flat
roof substrates such as bitumen sheeting,
asphalt, single ply plastics and concrete. SEBS is
a single pack system which is attractive to many
contractors as there is minimal loss or wastage,
and part-empty packs of product can be used on
the next project without compromising
waterproofing performance.
Savvy specification
Clearly, liquid roofing and waterproofing
technology is rapidly evolving, with more
investment being made into research and
development of products all the time. Systems
can be tested to European Technical Approval
Guideline 005 Liquid Applied Roof Waterproofing
Kits as a standard, and there is other third-party
testing and approvals, including BBA
Certification and current BDA Agrement (Kiwa).
It’s always advisable to check products have this
certification before being considered for
specification.
It is also advisable to consult an impartial,
specialised organisation such as the LRWA for
guidance on liquid specification and application.
Free tools, such as the product selector on the
LRWA website, for example, ensure contractors
and specifiers can always make an informed
decision.
www.lrwa.org.uk

There isn’t one single liquid technology suitable for every project as liquid systems are made up of different chemistries.
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Dry Fix Roofing

BLM Launches Three New Products
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From Mortar Bedding to Dry Fix
Roofing: What Price Quality?
Marie-Anne Demay, Marketing Manager at Manthorpe Building Products
The UK roofing market is in constant evolution, with industry standards under
review and new regulations and guidance introduced regularly. Traditionally, mortar
has been used as a bedding material for ridges, hips and verges and its use
nowadays is carefully prescribed in BS 5534, Code of Practice for Slating and Tiling.

BLM British Lead have announced the launch of three new
products, Site Wipes, Hall Clip + and Hallhook, as part of its
continuing efforts to strengthen support for roofing contractors
and leadworkers.
Site Wipes are designed to reduce lead particles on hands for
contractors working on site without access to soap and water.
They can also be used in combination with soap and water to
provide a robust ‘belt and braces’ cleaning routine.
Russ Taylor, Sales Development Manager at BLM British
Lead, said: “The wipes have been developed to help promote
better lead hygiene awareness. They are ideal for use on the
move and offer essential convenience when on a roof or on
site with restricted or no access to soap and running water.
They can also be used on surfaces such as tools and steering
wheels to help reduce cross contamination.”
With the benefit of an added grime remover, Site Wipes also
offer all-round general purpose use, removing grease,
lubricants, adhesives and oils to name a few.

Whilst providing a familiar method of installing roof components, mortar use does
have drawbacks. Achieving an acceptable finish is tricky and time-consuming, and
when used with deep-dished tiles, requires the use of dentil slips at the ridge.
Whilst mortar works well in compression, its resistance to sheer stresses is weaker
and bedded components are therefore more susceptible to damage caused by high
winds, made worse by the propensity for mortar to crack during drying and the
process of roof settlement. Not only that, it can be hard to source correctly mixed
roofing mortar (roofing mortar should be 1:3 cement:sand with plasticiser. The mix
should be based on sharp sand with soft sand added to achieve workability. The
proportion of sharp sand should not be less than one third of the total sand content.
Dry fix roofing is a cost-effective and practical alternative to mortar that avoids
Pre-mixed mortars are often not suitable for roofing). In addition, the tensile strength
long-term maintenance problems.
of mortar and its adherence to different materials varies according to their varying
rates of thermal expansion. Throw in delayed curing and installation due to wet,
checking their durability performance. Choosing a poor-quality
cold weather, and the need for an alternative solution is compelling.
system could end up being more costly than making the
higher-quality choice from the start. In effect, a poor-quality
Dry Fix
system could result in call backs which could mean replacing
Dry fix roofing is a cost-effective and practical alternative that avoids all of the long- products and numerous repairs. Consequently, failure of ridge,
term maintenance problems – and costs – associated with mortar bedding. It
hip and the verge would be an expense and time consuming,
provides exceptional resistance to water penetration and allows working in all
without forgetting that it could be a health and safety risk. All
weather conditions, thanks to its mechanical fixing process.
of these would also have a damaging effect on the roofer’s
reputation and credibility.
The advantage of dry fix is that you can forget about mixing and all of the mess,
inconvenience and subsequent problems that come with using mortar.
In summary, the simplest and most cost effective way of
The Building Regulations and British Standards now stipulate the use of dry fix
roofing. The latest revision of BS 5534 has sought to bring the document up to date
with modern building practices.

complying with the new standards is to switch to dry fix
roofing and choose quality systems from recognised
manufacturers.

The Standard has recognised the need for a change in the reliance on mortar alone
to fix roofing elements in place, which had been identified as the single largest
cause of roof failures. In particular this applies to the fixing of ridge and hip tiles,
which was identified by the NHBC as the number one cause of insurance claims
resulting from roof failures.

Manthorpe Building Products manufactures products for every aspect
of building construction, from groundwork to the roof, from newbuild
to retrofit. They offer high quality customer service and technical
support. www.manthorpebuildingproducts.co.uk.

Additionally, the Hall Clip + and the Hallhook will join BLM’s
extensive ancillary product range.
The Hallclip + is a larger version of the standard Hall Clip, for
securing lead flashings into a wider chase. The Hallhook is a
permanent hidden device for use when replacing a broken
slate. Russ Taylor added “We are pleased to make these
additions to our range. The Hallhook is a great product and
although not directly related to Leadwork, it will add value and
convenience for our customers.”
Enquiry 34

To this end, BS 5534 now states that even if mortar is used, then the ridge and hip
tiles must also be mechanically secured to the roof.
The use of dry fixings in addition to mortar may require an additional batten to fix
to, which itself is mechanically fixed to the rafters. This is often difficult to install
and still does not remove the risk of subsequent mortar failure, resulting in the roof
leaking and causing damage to the property.
Roof failures can not only be costly, but importantly can also represent a safety
hazard. Indeed, a verge or ridge tile fitted incorrectly or using a poor mortar mix
without adequate mechanical fixing could be blown off the roof in cases of strong
winds - not uncommon in the UK’s climate.
Nonetheless, it is essential to note that these problematic scenarios can also occur
with poor-quality, dry fix roofing products, hence the importance of choosing highquality systems from recognised manufacturers.
BS 5534 stresses that roofers should select dry fix products with great care by
comparing the systems’ resistance to wind loads and driving rain, as well as
14| Roofing Today

Mortar’s resistance to sheer stresses is comparatively poor and bedded components
are therefore more susceptible to damage caused by high winds.

Enquiry 44
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Making the Biggest Difference
with the Smallest Parts
SFS intec’s Technical Manager, Simon Cooper, looks at how to choose the right fasteners,
what specifier demands are driving fastener design and manufacture, and why there is a
significant shift to A4 stainless steel products.

extended lifespan, enabling a more sustainable
construction. Using carbon steel fasteners instead
of stainless steel could result in building
occupiers having to pay for expensive repairs at a
very early stage of the building’s life cycle.
The ongoing rise of A4 stainless steel
A2 stainless steel fasteners are generally
warranted up to 25 years (dependent upon the
building site/location and system application),
which has driven their popularity in a wide range
of applications. However, the Terms and

Fasteners are technical products that hold the
key to delivering a building envelope that will
stand the test of time, structurally and visually.
But clients and architects are demanding ever
greater assurances about the long-term
performance of buildings, so it has never been
more important to have the full picture on the
fastener options available and the factors that
lie behind success and failure.

In recent years there has been an increase in
demand for A4 stainless steel fasteners for all
applications, driven by specifiers and clients
seeking an enhanced quality product for
increased building longevity.

Coated carbon steel versus stainless
steel
Ultimately, the fastener material must be right
for the application. The two main materials used
to manufacture fasteners for roofing and
cladding are, of course, coated carbon steel and
stainless steel. Aluminium threaded fasteners
are also available, but their range of application
is generally restricted.

With initiatives including Building Information
Modelling (BIM) putting the building industry on
an upward trajectory in terms of overall quality,
value and sustainability, A4 fasteners have a
clear appeal. The operational expenditure needed
for a building during its service life is already
significantly greater than the capital budget
required to build it in the first place. So,
investing slightly more in the build – by
choosing A4 fasteners for the envelope, rather
than coated carbon or A2 – allows the operating
costs to be considerably reduced, with
guaranteed performance for at least another 15
years. The enhanced performance of A4
fasteners gives clients and contractors
confidence in creating sustainable buildings that
will offer greater longevity.

Carbon steel’s key issue is that it rapidly
corrodes on exposure to humidity – that’s why
it is supplied with a protective coating,
typically metallic or organic, or a combination of
the two. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of these
coatings can only be gauged after considering
the condition of the coating once the fastener
has been applied within the construction.
Coatings on fasteners within most types of
metal pitched roofing and cladding systems will
suffer damage during installation, as the major
portion of the shank penetrates the metal
weathersheet and purlin. This can reduce the
fastener life and technical performance.

Powder coating for lasting aesthetics

And stainless steel versus stainless
steel…

A2, A4 and A5 austenitic stainless steel
fasteners conform to BS5427: 2016 - Code of
practice for the use of profiled sheet for roof and
Stainless steel fasteners are usually
wall cladding on buildings. They contain at
manufactured from two grades of stainless steel. least 17% chromium and at least 8% nickel, with
They are both types of austenitic stainless steel molybdenum added for enhanced corrosion
– A2 (also known as grade 304 or EN 1.4301)
resistance. Crucially, they do not have a coating
and A4 (also known as grade 316 or EN 1.4401). that is susceptible to damage, relying instead on
Applications in which the humidity is extremely the inherent properties of stainless steel for their
high and where there is a combination of
high resistance to corrosion.
certain chemicals, such as those present in
Some applications may be suited to coated
swimming pools, tend to demand another type
carbon steel fasteners, but A2, A4 and A5
of stainless steel, A5, EN 1.4547.
stainless steel is the only way to guarantee an
16| Roofing Today

Conditions of warranties can vary considerably
between manufacturers and distributors.
A4 stainless steel fasteners offer a step-up in
performance offering improved corrosion
resistance, durability and a much longer
warranty of up to 40-year service life (also
dependent upon the building site/location and
system application). The use of A4 fasteners is
widely accepted for areas with corrosive
environments, such as densely populated urban
and industrial locations, and in particular coastal
areas.

Aligned with performance is aesthetics, ensuring
the fastener heads are consistent with the façade
or roofing panels. When it comes to applying a
colour finish to the fastener heads, we believe
the most effective solution is powder coating.
When applied to A2 or A4 stainless steel
fasteners, this combination ensures a façade will

retain its integrity over a long service life,
without suffering defects that impact on the
visual appeal of the structure.
The powder coating process delivers a uniform,
high quality, decorative and robust finish which
is less prone to fading. It has excellent
weathering resistance and colour stability in
exposed external applications, matching the
performance of the panels that are being secured
to the building.
Specifier demands
Manufacturers need to understand design intent
of a building in order to fully support architects
and contractors throughout the design and
specification process. Even the smallest of
components, like the fixings, can complement or
compromise the system or application chosen.
Any mistakes made during this process can be
expensive and time-consuming to put right or
repair, so the more time spent on fully
understanding the design intent and writing
specifications to comply with that vision, the
better.
NBS’s recent specification survey indicates that
while most of the specification writing happens
during the development and technical design
stages of a project, 64% of respondents consider
specifying products (or at least the performance
criteria for these components) during the concept
design phase. It’s important, therefore, for
manufacturers to become ‘design partners’ at an
early stage, in order to provide advice on the
best products to achieve the overall design
vision and building performance.
SFS intec is a global leader in fastening systems.
Simon Cooper joined the company in 1990 and has
over 40 years’ experience in metal roofing and
cladding. He is a Fellow of the Institute of Roofing
(FIoR)and a member of the Management Committee
of the Metal Cladding and Roofing Manufacturers
Association. T. 0113 208 5500, E.
uk.info@sfsintec.biz, www.sfsintec.co.uk
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How Thermal Breaks Can Revolutionise
Roof Energy Efficiency
With pressure mounting to create buildings that will conform with 2018's proposed legislative
changes, making it unlawful to let or lease a commercial property with an EPC rating of F or
G, it has never been more important for architects to specify energy-efficient solutions when
designing buildings.
Jonathan Shaw, managing director of thermal break specialists, Armadillo, explores how
roofing structures can benefit from removing cold bridges to decrease heat loss.
When it comes to ensuring roofs are energy efficient, the
importance of thermal breaking cannot be overlooked. With
laws around energy efficiency changing, architects are more
aware, but don’t always know the array of options available.
Not only can structural thermal break solutions reduce energy
transfer by up to 80%, specifying thermal bushings and washers
can save a further 7% - 10%.
Products such as these can be used to reduce thermal bridges
created by steel bolts penetrating the building envelope.
Incorporating these materials at locations where load bearing
members need to pass through the insulation envelope can
dramatically reduce heat flow. From steel framing and
groundworks to cladding and roof penetrations, these structural
thermal breaks can be implemented to reduce costs and avoid
condensation risks.
Independent research conducted for Armadillo into the
efficiency of thermal breaks, shows how well the addition of
these solutions work to reduce thermal transfer. Results confirm
that incorporating a 25mm thick structural thermal break, with
stainless steel bolts and thermal bushings and washers,
reduces energy loss by almost 50%, compared to a continuous
“I” beam penetration, such as a balcony support. This figure
rises to almost 60% if the thermal break is 50mm thick.
Often, simple glass-reinforced plastic or nylon packers are
suggested as a structural thermal break, but caution must be
exercised regarding long-term creep and resistance to fire,
smoke and flame index. The most innovative product range on
the market is made from ultra-high weave, uniform fabric
reinforcement, impregnated with a thermally setting resin. This
offers excellent resistance to creep and will not melt or drip in
fire conditions, while maintaining very low thermal
conductivity. A material such as this is ideal for a wide-range of
applications on construction projects.
A final characteristic of an efficient thermal break is the
absorbency of the material, because if moisture is drawn into it,
the thermal conductivity will increase dramatically. Although a
material with all of these properties has now been developed,
creating an effective thermal break solution that provides
structural strength has proved difficult over the years, as
locations requiring breaks are often subject to heavy loads.
One example of this is an insulated roof structure that requires
roof-mounted equipment. The roof insulation is not capable of
supporting the loads, so, traditionally, steel column
penetrations punch through the low-density insulation to
connect to the internal load-bearing structure. This effectively
short circuits the insulation at these locations.
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Roof penetrations installed without
effective thermal bridging solutions can
encounter issues over the years,
including damp due to condensation
forming, leading to mould with its
associated health risks. A building can
be refurbished to be more thermally
efficient and meet the proposed EPC
ratings, but the ideal scenario is to
consider each penetration and specify
an ideal structural thermal break

solution, with all the required attributes
at the very beginning of a project.
Even with solid research, thermal
bridging remains overlooked within the
industry. For many clients, spending
money on hidden design elements does
not come as a priority, but it’s
absolutely essential. A correct detail for
a roof penetration can reduce heat
transfer by up to 80%, with the bonus of
preventing condensation on interior
surfaces. In turn, this will create a more
sustainable future for the construction
industry which, with changing
legislation, is a goal we should all be
working hard to reach.
Jonathan Shaw is managing director of
thermal break specialists, Armadillo:
http://www.armatherm.com/. The firm
designs, manufactures and supplies
structural thermal break solutions through its
Armatherm™ range and vibration control
products for both commercial and residential
projects. Key projects include: Aldi, Tate
Modern, V&A Museum Dundee and
Tottenham Hotspur Football Stadium.
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Are Modern Apprenticeships Fit
for Purpose, and is Anybody
Listening to Industry?
Tony Burke, Managing Director of Avonside Group Services

In numerous previous columns I have stressed
the need for a greater commitment to attracting
new people into our roofing sector, and for
offering greater opportunities within
apprenticeships as a means to engage younger
entrants and encourage them to build careers in
our industry.
This time, I am posing a slightly different
question – are modern apprenticeships fit for
purpose? Are they moving with the changing
technology available, do they capture changes
in practice, and do they allow the young people
we are training to deliver better end product
installations for clients?

Within this broad question, a specific concern
revolves around whether Technical Colleges
are close enough to their ultimate customers,
that is, the contracting sector, and whether the
link between colleges, contracting companies
and funding is as strong as it should be. Or is
the link broken, and as a consequence is
further training and development required once
apprentices enter the workplace?
At the outset, I want to make it clear that this
discussion is in no way aimed at apprentices
themselves; this is not one of those pieces
deploring the quality of education as
apprentices leave school and enter into the
workforce allegedly ill-equipped with basic
knowledge and skills.
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The area of concern is whether the curriculum
at further education colleges is keeping pace
with developments and regulations, and also
opportunities to deliver higher specification
work, which in turn will offer greater earning
capacity for companies and employees alike.
Are we giving trainees the skills to allow
businesses to offer a more comprehensive
service to our customer base and avoid the
usual ‘race to the bottom’ in terms of price
applications?
Sadly, the answer seems to be ‘no’, from the
evidence I see.

Where is the innovative use of IT in modern
apprenticeships? This is now a critical and
commonplace requirement in most businesses the ability to accurately record work practices
and compile reports is every bit as important in
the modern workplace as the skills required to
physically carry out the work. This is particularly
true in a B2B environment, where collective
performance and evidence of availability on site,,
health and safety conformance and productivity
are now essentials.
Young people are far more tech-savvy than the
older generations, and this may in part explain
why this element is not being taught as part of
an apprenticeship. New forms of social media are
developing at a rapid pace and this is an area
that industry needs to exploit to allow rapid

transfer of information and data, particularly in
a live site environment.
Another gap in educating new entrants for the
roofing sector is that of energy efficiency. Hard
to believe, when energy efficiency and the
environment are front page news. However, the
majority of roofing apprentices have not been
trained on or educated about the energy saving
construction techniques that clients now
demand, particularly within the consumer end
of the market.
Nowhere in the current schemes do we impart
skill sets such as U-value calculations,
condensation risk analysis or heat loss savings.
All of these areas can result in faster payback
on new roofing installations and a general
upgrading of private installations. Without this
knowledge and skill set our industry is illequipped to talk to the customer from a
position of authority and competence to
suggest the real benefits and impact upon our
environment of a project or product.
As a consequence, some companies are
pioneering their own schemes. Take
Ploughcroft for example, which is part of the
Avonside Group. To address this type of
training shortfall, Ploughcroft’s managing
director Chris Hopkins has introduced an EcoRoof apprenticeship scheme to try to improve
the situation.
So, whilst forward thinking companies are
starting to develop this kind of initiative to
‘future proof’ their new recruits, the
apprenticeship industry struggles to keep pace
with real world developments.
At a time when there is still uncertainty about
levies on businesses to fund apprenticeship
training there is a real demand for greater
dialogue between the training sector and the
operating businesses they ultimately serve.
The message is clear: greater dialogue between
all parties is needed and an open and
progressive approach to addressing emerging
trends, regulations and technology in the
curriculum.
Is anybody out there listening to us?
Enquiry 07
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U-Values: Driving Design and
Creating Problems…

Dr A J Cox, TLX Insulation

U-value – a word that many in construction
use, few actually understand and many dread
– though, in fact, it is simply a measure of the
heat loss across a structure, such as a roof.

But insulating the roof and walls has introduced
another potential problem: that of interstitial
condensation. If water vapour is not prevented
from leaving the warm, high humidity interior of
a house, it migrates to the cold side of the
insulation where it can condense in the rafter
space. The solution is to have a vapour barrier on
the warm side to prevent this. The silvered
multifoils, which are also CE marked as vapour
barriers, have proven quite useful in this respect,
as they additionally provide airtightness and can
save on cost and space. It is arguable as to
whether they should ever be used over rafters,
since if the internal vapour barrier is breached –
for example by installing downlighters –
condensation would certainly result.

U-value limits first appeared in the Building
Regulations in 1965, when for roofs it was 1.4
W/m²K . The oil crisis of the early 1970s made
people energy-conscious for the first time and
the roof’s requirement jumped down to 0.6
W/m²K. There were further reductions in 1985
and 1990, but when the impact of global
warming became apparent in the 2000s the
UK made serious efforts to reduce energy
consumption, and improving insulation
standards formed an important part of this. In
2006 the idea of having target CO2 emission
rates was introduced, and new builds were
required to have insulation specified
according to an energy calculation – the
Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP)
calculation.
The current situation is that when re-roofing,
if the U-value of a pitched roof is worse than
0.35 W/m²K, then it should be insulated to U
= 0.18 W/m²K if at all possible. New builds are
governed by the result of the SAP calculation
which takes into account the overall fabric of
the dwelling. There is a backstop value of 0.20
W/m²K for roofs, though in practice the target
value is usually lower and can even be as low
as 0.10 W/m²K.
Fabric first
This means that insulation is really something
that should be considered at the design stage
– a fabric first approach – as deep rafters may
be required to accommodate the amount of
insulation required, and any underlining will
reduce the headroom. This can be mitigated
to a degree, by designing for a lower U-value
in the walls, which is often easier to
accomplish.
Low U-values have also driven a change from
insulating with mineral wool and natural
materials, to using PIR or phenolic board
(with better thermal conductivity), which
takes up less space. Multifoils, which, in
addition to their core insulation values, work
by reflecting heat back across unventilated air
gaps adjacent to their shiny surfaces, came on
the scene a decade ago and were initially
distrusted, but even now, their limitations and
advantages are not fully appreciated.
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The UK’s housing stock is remarkably diverse,
and traditionally many houses were built with
a cold ventilated loft. Nowadays, there is
pressure to maximise the accommodation
available in a house, and so many homes are
being built with rooms in the roof, and lofts are
being converted, so that, overall, there are far
more dwellings with rafter-level insulation.
Older properties, however, often do not have
sufficient rafter depth to accommodate the
amount of insulation required to achieve
current standards, and when underlining with
insulated plasterboard is not an option, there
must be a compromise.

There is also a problem in refurb situations
where there is an existing room below and a
vapour barrier cannot be fitted. In this situation,
a 2-in-1 insulating breather membrane offers an
advantage, since the altered temperature profile
means that the dewpoint no longer occurs in the
rafter space, and so obviates a condensation
problem. This is particularly useful where there
are existing rooms in the roof, or where full
breathability is required, as in the case of
historic buildings.

Enquiry 01

So, when you think about U-values, think
condensation too!
Dr. A J Cox is a Product Scientist with TLX Insulation,
the manufacturers of TLX Gold insulating breather
membrane and TLX Silver multifoil insulating vapour
barrier.

Enquiry 02
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Future-Proofing Flat Roofing
Simon B Dobson, Managing Director of Buckleys (UVRAL) Ltd.

There is an extensive range of products available designed to make the
process of constructing and finishing a flat roof simpler and more
effective than ever before. Felt, liquid-applied, single-ply membrane, GRP
and countless other flat roof finishes offer a range of benefits either to the
installer, their client, or both. Many manufacturers of flat roof coverings
offer extensive guarantees against failure, provided their product is - of
course - correctly installed.
The correct installation of the covering is key to its lifespan and overall
performance from day one, but the roofing industry has historically had
little in the way of nationally-recognised and accredited training
programmes aimed at raising the standard of roofing. This has left the
industry with no objective way of differentiating between a highlyskilled, experienced and knowledgeable roofing specialist, and a
relatively unskilled operative trading as a roofer.
Elevate standards
In line with the initiatives across the construction industry, the NFRC
has recently announced the launch of a workforce development strategy
which is designed to elevate standards within the industry and formalise
training, assessment and accreditation of its workforce.
In many industries where contractors are required to have industry
accreditation, inspection processes designed to maintain high-standards
of workmanship also exist. Accredited contractors who can demonstrate
the quality of their work is compliant with a nationally-recognised
standard or authority would benefit from the reassurance this gives their
client, from technical guidance and insight provided by formalised and
ongoing training and from being able to recruit trained, professional
operatives with the correct skills for the contractor’s core operations.
Buckleys (UVRAL) Ltd believes that the flat roofing sector would benefit
greatly from formalised training programmes and recognised
qualifications for the installer, as well as for flat roof inspectors.
Standardised inspection and reporting processes, carried out by trained
and qualified professional inspectors with the support of a recognised
governing body, will give both clients and inspectors confidence that
roofing work has been completed to a high standard and inspected
correctly.
Numerous technologies are available for inspecting the condition and
water-tightness of flat roofs, although electronic leak detection, such as
wet testing (also known as ELD or vector mapping) and dry testing
(using a high-voltage DC holiday detector) are widely accepted as the
preferred inspection methods. Preference for electronic leak detection is
due to the accuracy and reliability of the results which a competent
inspector can obtain, the speed at which testing can be conducted (one
person can wet-test up to 400m2 of roof per day, and considerably more
where dry testing is appropriate), and the minimal disruption caused to
the building and its inhabitants. Ensuring test equipment is correctly
and safely used, that any flaws found are properly marked for repair, and
the results taken are noted, compiled and reported in a standardised
manner will provide clarity and consistency across the industry.
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As a leading manufacturer of flat roof inspection equipment, Buckleys
offer training in the safe and correct use of our products. Unfortunately,
however, training in the wider aspects of flat roof inspection - beyond
that provided by a specific manufacturer for their products - is
currently in short supply throughout the UK.
Enquiry 15

Accordingly, Buckleys (UVRAL) Ltd. applauds the launch of the
NFRC’s Workforce Development Programme and (with the cooperation
of several other key professionals and organisations within flat roof
leak detection) is currently investigating the possibility of producing a
training programme leading to a nationally-recognised qualification,
designed to provide operatives with the basic skills required to safely
and effectively carry out leak detection surveys.
Far-reaching benefits
The potential benefits of a formal qualification for candidates are farreaching. Not only will it demonstrate to their employers a
commitment to the industry during and after training, but it will also
improve opportunities to work on well-managed and safe sites.
Employers and clients will both benefit from the assurance given by a
recognised qualification.

Enquiry 16

A basic understanding of the leak detection technologies available,
their respective strengths, weaknesses and best practice for their
deployment, would enable the surveyor to apply the most appropriate
test method or equipment for best effect, taking variables such as roof
covering type, build-up and weather conditions into account.
The creation of such a programme could also give a pathway for
candidates to undertake further recognised training at higher levels
and develop their career and expertise further. In such a way, the
industry stands to improve its image, productivity and will future-proof
its workforce.

Enquiry 03
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Improving Health and Safety when Working at Height
According to the HSE, in 2015 - 2016, just over a quarter of all fatal injuries to workers were classified as a fall from height. Most roofing contractors
are more than aware of how to assess risk, but here Brian Butler from Prater looks at how the industry can keep those risks continuously in mind and
improve site safety.

Falls from height remain one of the biggest causes of workplace fatalities
and major injuries. Work at height means work in any place that if no
precautions were taken, a person could fall a distance liable to cause
personal injury. Many businesses are dependent on delivering solutions that
involve people working at height. Therefore, the ideal scenario is for all
employees, sub-contractors and principle contractors to continually think
about keeping the whole team and the wider public safe.
Taking a behavioural approach to health and safety can prove truly
beneficial. Health and safety must be viewed as fundamental to every single
construction project, no matter its size or scale. Making it an overriding
focus will help it to become a natural part of daily working life - not simply
an obligatory response to legislation. For example, we implemented a ‘Boots
on Before Booting Up’ initiative last year, whereby each Site Manager’s first
job of the day is to walk the site – identifying any issues and ensuring that
the site team is correctly equipped for the day ahead. We found this
incredibly beneficial and it works to reinforce issues of health and safety on
a daily basis.
In addition, encouraging an open door policy so people on site can report all
near misses or changes in condition immediately is extremely beneficial.
This ensures everyone is on board to identify risks on a daily basis and it
can make an impressive contribution to the constant improvement of a
business’ health and safety record.

Prater is among the pioneers when it comes to digital engineering
and BIM – as the benefits are clear, especially where our teams
are working at height. From a health and safety perspective, it
enables early identification of potential issues, giving our supply
chain time to address them and, as a business, we are able to
supply a clear view of delivery requirements for more accurate
planning and improved on-site safety. It also facilitates easier risk
assessment and identification of associated costs.
Developing collaboration
For all supply chain partners, it is important each business works
towards becoming BIM-compliant, by developing its approach to
collaboration, structured data and sharing of information.

One construction site that benefitted from a new way of working
at height is the large-scale project at Glasshouse Gardens at The
International Quarter (TIQ), London. The project involved the
construction of two residential towers, which will house some 360
flats.
Working collaboratively with Lendlease and the frame contractor,
Prater created and adopted a new access methodology, replacing
the need for fixed scaffolding and implementing a unique climbing
screen-working installation process. This enabled teams to take
the cladding up to high levels and improve accessibility. Crucially
– by using the screen-working approach - the team had excellent
access to the outside of the buildings whilst maintaining a safe
environment in which to work.

Even though working at height might be second nature to many
contractors it is clearly important to avoid complacency. One of
the main issues can be other trades working around or above
your team, or accidentally walking into an exclusion zone. In
many cases, it is about keeping others out, and away. Tool
tethering also has an important role to play and it’s something
that at Prater we have made compulsory. For projects that involve
fragile roofing systems, factoring in items such as crash deck
systems or netting at the estimating stage of the project is a
sensible precaution and ensures that there are no unexpected
costs further down the line.
However, it is worthwhile noting that as the construction
industry evolves in terms of its capability and approach, this is
having a positive impact on health and safety, as well as working
at height.
For example, digital engineering, BIM and off-site manufacturing
continue to gather momentum. In recent years, BIM has been a
major talking point in terms of both its potential and the
challenges of integrating it into the design and build process.
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Furthermore, whilst the benefits of off-site manufacturing are well
documented, perhaps the most significant is the reduced risk onsite. When work is taken away into a controlled environment,
unnecessary work at height is reduced and congestion on-site is
eased.
However, off site manufacturing can also affect teams in different
ways. For example, when the materials are delivered, contractors
often feel more pressure to complete the installation as quickly as
possible. Whilst this is important to meet construction deadlines,
work must still be implemented safely. In addition, with regular
large deliveries - of what can sometimes be large building
components – sites can become congested and more hazardous
and this means there has to be much tighter control over the
program, delivery and logistical process.
There will always be potential dangers and hazards when it comes
to construction work, however by taking a behavioural approach to
health and safety, embracing new ways of working, as well as
technology and off site engineering helping to reduce risk – the
industry is surely moving in the right direction to keep everyone as
safe as possible.

Enquiry 09

For further information about Prater projects and the specialist contractor’s
approach to health and safety visit: www.prater.co.uk or follow@praterltd
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BLM Launches Three New Products
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The Circle of Lead
As the most recycled and reused of roofing materials, Boudewijn Tuinenburg,
managing director of British lead manufacturer Midland Lead, explains the circular
economy of lead.

lead, the last of which is our most popular product and is made through
the most energy-efficient process. Processing methods will vary
between manufacturers, but at Midland Lead, a standard order of code
4 machine cast lead will take two days to complete.
When the lead has been melted and is in its liquid form, it’s pumped
over to a refining kettle where its chemical composition is tested once
again. From here, the molten lead is moved directly into the casting
machine and made into large 6 tonne spools which are cut onto a
rewinder to exact customer specifications before being checked once
again for thickness, weight and length.

The beautiful, traditional lead roof gracing the top of Glyndebourne opera house in East Sussex.

Lead is one of the oldest building products around. The Egyptians used
it, the Romans used it, and today it is more relevant in construction
than ever before, being used on the roofs of our homes and on some of
the most beautiful buildings in the world.

After it has passed quality checks, the lead is ready to be transported in
its fresh, new form. Tailored packing and wrapping solutions are then
applied to ensure orders reach their destinations intact, ready to be
installed on roofs, guttering, flashings or moulded into beautiful motifs.

BLM British Lead have announced the launch of three new
products, Site Wipes, Hall Clip + and Hallhook, as part of its
continuing efforts to strengthen support for roofing contractors
and leadworkers.
Site Wipes are designed to reduce lead particles on hands for
contractors working on site without access to soap and water.
They can also be used in combination with soap and water to
provide a robust ‘belt and braces’ cleaning routine.
Russ Taylor, Sales Development Manager at BLM British
Lead, said: “The wipes have been developed to help promote
better lead hygiene awareness. They are ideal for use on the
move and offer essential convenience when on a roof or on
site with restricted or no access to soap and running water.
They can also be used on surfaces such as tools and steering
wheels to help reduce cross contamination.”
With the benefit of an added grime remover, Site Wipes also
offer all-round general purpose use, removing grease,
lubricants, adhesives and oils to name a few.
Additionally, the Hall Clip + and the Hallhook will join BLM’s
extensive ancillary product range.
The Hallclip + is a larger version of the standard Hall Clip, for
securing lead flashings into a wider chase. The Hallhook is a
permanent hidden device for use when replacing a broken
slate. Russ Taylor added “We are pleased to make these
additions to our range. The Hallhook is a great product and
although not directly related to Leadwork, it will add value and
convenience for our customers.”
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Modern methods of manufacturing and pressure on environmental
standards have completely revolutionised the lead products on offer in
the marketplace. And yet, much of the lead in circulation today could
very easily have been mined hundreds of years ago.
This comes down to the fact that, despite being a traditional material,
lead is an environmentally-friendly product as it is, in fact, the most
recycled and reused building material in the UK today.
Globally, lead mining is slowly becoming a redundant method of
sourcing, with more lead product now being recycled than mined. In
Europe more than 60% of ‘new’ lead used comes from the recycled
product and the US reports as high as 80% recycled lead usage. There’s
just no need to exhaust natural resources when lead is creating its own
circular economy and when its virtues are as much aesthetic as they
are practical.
Refreshed
When it comes to recycling lead, there are two methods manufacturers
can use to make an entirely refreshed product. The first is the
reprocessing and refining of lead batteries into bullion and alloys. The
second, greener and more economical method, involves making new
lead sheet out of old lead sheet, as well as lead scrap recovered from
lead pipes, cable sheeting and demolition projects. Using the second
process of recycling allows lead manufacturers to streamline the
production process, as the lead is immediately ready to be used as a
source material. More than 95% of scrap lead sheet is collected and
recycled in the UK. As such, it can be considered an extremely
sustainable and long-term option. This is particularly true when we
consider many non-lead alternatives have a recovery rate of less than
10%.
Once the lead has been sourced, manufacturers will test it to ensure it
meets quality standards before loading it into a melting kettle. At
Midland Lead, we supply rolled lead, sandcast lead and machine cast
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It is not uncommon for the same lead roofing to be removed, recycled and then reinstalled on the
structure it came from.

Next up, are treatments to ensure the lead remains looking its best,
such as the application of patination oil after installation. This
guarantees that lead retains its natural lustre and prevents unsightly
staining on the leadwork.
Now fitted, it is not uncommon later down the line for the same lead
roofing to be removed, recycled and then reinstalled on the structure it
came from without any reduction in quality. This is particularly
commonplace with heritage projects where lead has often been in place
for over a century. This helps ensure a building’s historical continuity
and boosts environmental credentials. When correctly installed and
treated, lead can last over 100 years. As testament to this,
manufacturers offer 50-60-year guarantees, something that will often
outlast ownership of the property or even the lifespan of the client.
The lifecycle of lead sheet is ever turning and is of enormous
importance, as we move closer to it being a 100% recycled product with
mining acting only as a top-up. While often associated with heritage
and conservation projects, lead sheet actually plays a large role in
contemporary construction and performs favourably against modern
materials.
Six thousand years since its first documented use, lead is still very
much part of roofing today.

Enquiry 11
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Specifying the Right Green Roofing
Elements
Nick Day, managing director of green roof specialists Optigreen,
discusses the importance of selecting the right elements when
installing a green roof system.

Green roofs are increasingly becoming more
commonplace as part of a building specification
and provide many benefits, not least including
water attenuation properties and increased
biodiversity. At the same time, the requirements
of specifiers when it comes to roof greening are
increasingly varied and complex and it is now
more important than ever to select the right
products and components to achieve a
successful installation.
It is important to understand at the outset, that
when it comes to selecting the elements for
construction, there is no ‘one size fits all’ where
green roofs are concerned. For example, a 10mm
deep drainage board may be fine in a podium
application under hard landscaping, but it will
be a disastrous choice for a vegetated green
roof where a water reservoir feature is
necessary, as well as a deeper drainage zone, or
for use on a pitched green roof. It is therefore
worth examining the various different areas of
roof greening, where the wrong product
selection can cause potential issues.
Drainage Layers
Every vegetated green roof needs to be able to
drain correctly, but also needs to be able to
retain water within its build-up for use during
extended dry periods. Poor drainage provision,
for example, can risk waterlogging of the lower
part of the substrate depth with consequent
root damage and potential failure of the
vegetation.

manufacturers and suppliers will have different
depth boards available, so that the level of
water storage and drainage capacity can be
optimised, both in terms of performance and
cost, relative to the type of planting involved.
Pitched roofs
Pitched green roofs are being specified in ever
greater numbers and these present their own
set of requirements when it comes to product
selection. The rule of thumb here is that it’s
best not to improvise, but instead to use a
system designed for the purpose.

I was once asked to examine a roof which had
a 20 degree-pitch and where the installer had
improvised an anti-slip arrangement using
aluminium edge trim welded to the
A good green roof system will provide drainage waterproofing membrane beneath. The
at different levels within the roof make-up, one substrate had subsequently become fully
of which is the drainage layer. As mentioned
saturated, the aluminium sections had buckled
above, a shallow board that is designed purely under the weight and the green roof had
for drainage is not going to provide this, and,
slipped towards the base of the slope and the
whilst its cheaper price may be attractive, it
external gutter. The waterproofing membrane
will prove to be a false economy.
had also been damaged in the process. This
A reservoir or cuspated board, which provides was a costly mistake, and one that could have
been avoided if the correct anti-slip system had
individual cups to store water and which,
been selected.
through its shape, provides a clear drainage
space underneath, is best for this application.
When it comes to green roofs a ‘pitched roof’ is
Most reputable green roof material
normally considered to be one that has a pitch
of 5 degrees or more. Beyond this pitch, the
normal drainage board, mentioned above, won't
work, as the water will want to drain to the
lowest point. Beyond 10 to 15 degrees pitch, an
anti-slip measure will also be required.

required to provide a bespoke specification
suited to the individual project.
Blue roofs
The contribution that green roofs can make to
storm water management on a building is
already widely understood. However, engineers
are increasingly looking for greater water
attenuation and blue roofs are becoming more
common. A blue roof is, basically, designed to
store a larger amount of rainwater for a given
period of time and then release it slowly into
the local surface water drainage system, using
the benefits of the green roof build-up alongside
a large capacity storage board and outlet
restrictor. Correct product selection is vital here,
as is the ability of your supplier to be able to
provide storage and drainage calculations, and
the correct system to suit the project
requirements.
Technical support
Finally, it may seem obvious, but make use of
the technical services that your green roof
supplier provides. They should be able to
provide a bespoke specification for your project,
which should include technical data for the
products included.

If you are a contractor tendering for a green
roof, this is particularly important, as the
specification that came with your enquiry may
have been cut and pasted from a previous
project and be entirely unsuitable for the project
in hand. There is also useful, independent
advice available from the Green Roof
For pitched green roofs, a range of solutions is Organisation (GRO) who are affiliated to the
NFRC and who have produced the The Green
necessary depending on the pitch of the roof,
configuration (i.e is it a mono pitch or duo pitch Roof Code which is full of useful information
and design guidance for green roofs. You can
roof), the detail at the base of the slope and
download a free copy at www.nfrc.co.uk.
slope length. Here, an engineered solution is
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A Level Playing Field Will Dispel
the Clouds of Uncertainty for Solar
Raju Thakrar and Leonie Greene, Solar Trade Association

It was a day scorched into the memories of
anyone in the industry: on 26th May, 2017,
8.75GW of energy was generated by solar at
midday, surpassing nuclear for the first time
ever, and supplying a quarter of the UK’s total
energy demand. Such a feat did not go
unnoticed by the media, as a wide range of
national newspapers covered this recordbreaking day.
Since 2010, the rise of solar power has been
rapid. It currently delivers 12.2GW of capacity,
supplying approximately 4% of UK electricity.
Few would have thought this possible several
years ago. But, for a variety of reasons, the
industry has slowed down, especially this year.
In the first quarter, solar retrofits on existing
homes amounted to the equivalent of just one
roof per MP constituency per week, and equal to
only one large factory roof per month.
The Great British Solar Manifesto
Amidst clear difficulties, we at the Solar Trade
Association (STA) – a trade body whose mission
it is to empower the UK solar transformation and
maximise the share of UK energy – published
The Great British Solar Manifesto, prior to the
General Election, as our vision for the future of
UK solar and summarising the steps that the
government must take for solar growth.
We are now working on more detailed plans
with a view to negotiating a ‘sector deal’ with
BEIS. That means explaining the many great
advantages for Britain of a healthy, expanding
solar market. The industry can make the
transition to a subsidy-free market, as long as
government provides a level playing field and
removes unnecessary barriers.

So how would this additional supply of solar
alter the UK landscape? One result that we
foresee is that solar would supply 7-8% of UK
power by 2022, thereby reducing costs for UK
industry. This would be accompanied by a
growth spurt that would see 35,000 jobs
created in the solar sector and £8 billion of
new investment.
Industrial and commercial rooftops
Industrial and commercial (I&C) rooftop
deployment has been relatively poor in the
UK, compared to Europe. Unlocking the
staggering potential of this market is a key
goal of the STA. We were therefore dismayed
by the changes to business rates. As of April
2017 companies that own and consume the
power supplied from their rooftop solar saw
their solar business rates increase 600-800%,
while educational, healthcare and defence
premises saw an increase of 300-400%.
It is important to note that there are ways to
get around this (see www.solartrade.org.uk/current-business-rate-solutions/).
However, we will continue to lobby the new
Government to drop these rate rises, which
penalise progressive companies. They also
leave the UK solar industry at a competitive
disadvantage, since gas CHP is exempt and
companies on the continent do not face these
kinds of taxes on rooftop solar.

We are also ready to leap on the Treasury’s
new carbon reporting proposals for business
energy taxation which have been delayed by
the general election. A new approach offers
government the opportunity to at last align
responsible business investment, including in
The STA envisages a scenario where solar could solar, to national carbon objectives.
supply an additional 10GW during this new
Finally, we expect shortly the fresh
Parliament, putting the UK on track to meet the consultation on Feed-in Tariffs (FiTs) that we
40GW solar target by 2030.
have been pushing hard for because,
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predictably, the scheme is failing badly for
commercial rooftops. The aim here is to recycle
unspent funds, not to seek new subsidies.
Campaigning for domestic solar growth
As part of our Solar Manifesto, by the end of
2022 we envisage approximately half a million
more homes could be retrofitted with solar PV,
in addition to the 880,000 homes that already
have solar.
Domestic solar is still a good investment. The
problem is that householders may not think so
after reading the key consumer advice sites
online. Part of the problem is that advice is
based on out-of-date or poor official data, that
we are working urgently to upgrade. This is a
key component of our plans for an inspiring
domestic solar PV and thermal campaign.
On a positive note, solar on new build
properties is accelerating. Take, for example,
Scotland where over 70% of new properties are
fitted with solar panels. The STA is now
working on a project to raise awareness in
local government about the very real powers
they have to encourage take-up.
Another way in which we will ask government
to level the playing field for solar is to allow
our members to compete in renewables
auctions, and to set fair prices, plus effective
targets for carbon emissions.
The increasing popularity of electric vehicles
and smart energy applications necessitates a
smarter power system – one that incorporates
solar power. Working with a large industry
alliance, we will be lobbying government for
urgent strategic reforms and investment to be
carried out.
The medium-term outlook for solar remains
extraordinary. In the short-term it is a case of
working hard to level the playing field.

Enquiry 14

Working at Height
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Working at Height: What’s Going Wrong?
Chris Chapman, technical support manager for the Building Safety Group, the UK’s largest construction safety group, looks at the issues surrounding
working at height in construction.

I don’t think there is enough training done on
erecting a tower, or even on the choice between
using a tower and a ladder. The Working at
Height Regulations include a requirement to
select the best equipment for the job, yet
workers frequently use a ladder where a tower
would have been better. Where, for example, a
maintenance worker arrives on site with a
ladder, the pragmatic choice is to get on with
the job using the cheaper, available option, even
though a tower would be the suitable – and
compliant – choice. Pressure of work is a
problem common to all, but better planning and
training would highlight that such choices
ultimately cost companies far more in the event
of an accident.
Working at height remains the biggest
danger for construction workers. Combining
the results of over 20,000 site inspections
conducted during 2016, the Building Safety
Group (BSG) compiled a report finding that
working at height is the most significant
hazard, accounting for 19% of the 24,634
breaches recorded.
BSG’s figures echo the latest HSE statistics,
showing falls from height remain the single
biggest cause of fatalities on construction
sites. Over the last 5 years they have killed 97
construction workers, accounting for 45% of
the total. They are also the largest single
cause of non-fatal, accident-related injury,
responsible for 33% of the total, including
11% of injuries resulting in an absence of
more than 7 days.
As any qualified worker should know, to
significantly reduce the dangers of working at
height, contractors should always try to

complete as much work as possible from the
ground. Where work at height is unavoidable,
the best way to implement safe working
methods is to comply with the Working at
Height Regulations. The Regulations clearly
state how all work at height should be
properly planned and managed, and
contractors need to take the time to properly
plan out work methods and the equipment
needed, before the work is executed, and not
let work take place on a reactive basis.
The three main sources of fall from height
injuries and fatalities are fragile roofs/lights,
scaffolding and ladders, which I believe are
accidents that can be easily prevented. First
and foremost, contractor companies need to
ensure safe access and egress – particularly
on fragile roofs. In addition, and importantly,
they also need to make certain that any
equipment used is suitable, stable and strong
enough for the job.

Health and safety construction site breaches in 2016
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Barriers and issues
There are some repeated barriers and issues that
we face. Inadequate access equipment is one,
but another stand-out issue is scaffolding being
incorrectly erected in conjunction with timber
frames. Traditionally, scaffold would be built
around a building: bricklayers would work from
the ground up, to a level where they cannot work
any higher, then they will bring in scaffold, and
that scaffold will be what is termed an
independently tied scaffold.

Construction Site Edge Protection Breaches by month 2016

Construction Site Working at Height Breaches by month 2016

In my experience, one of the biggest problems for the trades is that they
have one set of ladders for all work, and they may not be adequate for all
tasks. They might be too tall for some jobs and tradesmen leave them
precariously overhanging the wall, or the ladders might be too short so
that the worker ascends too high for the ladder, making it very unstable.
This sort of occurrence is particularly evident in the maintenance and
response end of the industry. Often maintenance personnel can be seen
working where there is no room to lean a ladder properly at a four-to-one
angle or a minimum of 75o, or they haven’t got the proper anti-slip

devices in place, or they are working alone and there is no one to foot the
ladder. Such sights are all too common and run a high risk of resulting in
accidents and injury.
The Building Safety Group is a not-for-profit organisation and the largest safety
membership group in the UK. It aims to bring the discussion of construction health
and safety to the top of the agenda by working in partnership with construction
firms to help them better manage all aspects of health and safety in the
workplace. For further information visit the BSG website www.bsgltd.co.uk and
see HSE guidance document, HSG33 – Health and Safety in Roof Work.

However, in the case of timber frames,
contractors ask the scaffolder to build a scaffold
for them, then they put the timber frame up and
don’t subsequently adapt the scaffold, as the
guidance requires. This, in turn, leads to the
scaffold, which is around the structure, not being
suitable for the rest of the work that needs to be
carried out, for example, cladding or rendering.
Another problem is edge protection – or more
precisely - a lack of edge protection, especially
on the inside edge. Frequently, a gap will be left
if, for instance, a building needs to be rendered,
in order for the render to be applied. Although
regulations state that such gaps should be as
small as possible, and closed off as soon as it is
no longer needed, often this is perceived as open
for interpretation and gaps of up to 300mm are
not unknown – easily large enough for tools or
even a person to fall through, endangering
anyone on the ground below. No gap is
advisable, but if there has to be one to facilitate
some work, then it should be closed up as soon
as the work is done, according to both the
Working at Height Regulations, and NASC
TG2013 Scaffolding Guidance.
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Selecting Victorian Tile Leads to Swift Sale
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A Silent Crisis in the UK Roofing Industry
Unskilled construction work can be relatively low-paid, sometimes
with short-term contracts causing a lack of job security, so
financial worries are commonplace.
Work is often heavy, unsupervised and with little structure or
career progress. Many contractors have to travel to find jobs, often
spending long periods away from their family and friends. If your
support network is far away, you are more likely to feel overcome
by any issues you face.
Unfortunately, talking about mental health - even about personal
worries - sometimes still attracts a certain stigma. The macho
culture still clings to some male-dominated industries –
construction included – and statistically, men are less likely to talk
about how they feel than women.
Talk is good
There are some stand-out agencies and organisations in the
construction industry which are attempting to address these issues.
With mental health very much on the political and social agenda
(more funds were recently promised in the Queen’s Speech), the
message is that talk is good, asking for help is not a sign of
weakness, and you don’t need to face your problems alone.

The roofing industry is facing a crisis which has nothing to
do with the shortage of skilled operatives or materials.
But you are unlikely to hear anyone talking about it in the
office or on the construction site; it’s a silent crisis, affecting
dozens of workers every year.
Figures released earlier this year by the Office of National Statistics show that
the incidence of suicide among roofers, tilers and slaters is 2.7 times higher
than the national average.
Among young men (under 50 years old) who work in construction and building
trades as a whole, the risk of suicide is 1.6 times higher than the national
average.
For those in skilled building trades, such as plastering, painting and
decorating, the risk is also more than double.
Shockingly, in the five years between 2011 and 2015, 1,419 people working in
the construction industry committed suicide – compared to 217 fatal injuries in
the same period – 97 of which were caused by a fall from height.
(http://bit.ly/2t1uyVj)
Just why workers in construction are more likely to take their own lives than
those in other professions is a complicated issue. There are real people behind
every statistic, often facing complex difficulties resulting in stress, depression
and anxiety.
Some of the reasons can be statistically reasoned, however. They include the
fact that construction workers tend to be young, and overwhelmingly male –
two of the major factors in suicide rates throughout the country.
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provides banners, posters and resource booklets for employers, as well as a
training programme aimed at promoting better understanding of mental
health issues in the workplace.
Another organisation aiming to have a positive impact is Mental Health
First Aid (MHFA) England. Their CEO, Poppy Jaman, commented: “We
know that suicide is the leading cause of death for men under 50, and that
those in the construction industry are disproportionately affected.
“This highlights a need for greater support to be provided to employees in
this sector, and we believe Mental Health First Aid training has a key part
to play in this.
“We teach people to spot the signs and symptoms of mental health issues
and to feel able to start a supportive conversation – most importantly - we
don’t shy away from addressing the issue of suicide.
“In partnering with companies including Crossrail, Skanska and
Lendlease, we’ve seen the positive impact that our training has around
breaking down the barriers to discussing mental health issues and seeking
further support. We are committed to working within the construction
industry and spreading the important message that it is okay to talk about
how you are feeling and ask for support when you need it.”
The Institution of Occupational Safety and Health (IOSH) can supply a
number of leaflets on managing stress at work, health and wellbeing and
rehabilitation. The organisation believes all work should be healthy, safe
and supportive, and that encouraging better mental health is key to this
aim.

Organisations such as the National Federation of Roofing
Contractors (NFRC) are taking positive steps to raise awareness of
the issue. Gary Walpole, NFRC Technical and Health & Safety
Officer, said: “With one in four people experiencing a mental health
issue in their lifetime, the Centre for Mental Health estimates that
91 million working days are lost each year, a cost equivalent to
employers of circa £26 billion.

One of the most recent initiatives in the area was launched by the
Lighthouse Construction Industry Charity, in conjunction with the
Considerate Constructors Scheme. Their promotion features a range of
wallet-sized Construction Industry Helpline cards, as well as posters to
advertise the service. The Helpline provides a free and confidential
employee assistance programme for construction workers and their
families in the UK.

“Suicide causes 10 times more deaths than accidents on
construction sites, and figures gathered over the last few years by
charities such as MIND and Campaign Against Living Miserably
(CALM) suggest that 12 men under the age of 50 take their own
lives every day.

So whether you are feeling under pressure yourself, or know someone who
is, there is no shortage of help out there for the taking. And remember
most of this help is free and confidential.

“This is why the NFRC have pledged to support the Mates in Mind
programme, which has been set up by the Health in Construction
Leadership Group (HCLG), with the support of the British Safety
Council.
“Mates in Mind aims to raise awareness and understanding of poor
mental health in the construction sector by bringing the industry
together to openly talk and address the stigma associated with
mental health through employer support and sharing of
information.”
Mates in Mind was founded last year, after the HCLG presented
overwhelming evidence of the extent and cost of mental ill health
and suicide in construction to industry leaders, who voted to take
steps to improve the mental wellbeing of all construction
employees.
Importantly, Mates in Mind aims to encourage support to be
offered ‘upstream’, educating construction workers to talk and look
out for their friends and colleagues well before a crisis point is
reached. It is a national construction industry mental health
awareness, education and suicide prevention programme. Set up as
a charity, it aims to improve mental health through education and
training.
Their website has a host of information on where workers and
employers can go for help and advice. The organisation also

GET HELP
Samaritans: (Call 116 123) operates a 24-hour service.
You can talk about anything you want, anonymously. If
you prefer to write, you can email Samaritans at
jo@samaritans.org (email addresses are hidden and you
should get a reply within 12 hours).
Campaign Against Living Miserably (CALM):
www.thecalmzone.net/ focussed on listening and talking
to under 50s men on 0800 58 58 58 or by webchat.
The Construction Industry Helpline provides free 24/7
support and advice on a range of issues: 0345 605 1956.
The Mates in Mind website www.matesinmind.org/helpand-information has extensive information on where to
go for help with a wide range of issues.
Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) England offers training
courses on mental health. Their website is
https://mhfaengland.org/.
The Lighthouse Construction Industry Charity – at
www.lighthouseclub.org – offers financial and emotional
support to construction workers and their families.

When Alan Swift saw
the Rosemary Clay
Craftsman Victorian
tile from Redland his
first thought was: “I’ve
got a job for that tile.
The colour’s perfect.”
That job was an
upmarket
detached
house with four double
bedrooms in Wigmore,
near Gillingham, that
Swift Roofing, Alan’s
company, was building together with its sister company Heritage Designer
Homes (HDH). For 12 years HDH have been developing infill sites in the
area and building homes that are distinctive and yet fit into the character
of the area. “We don’t do a standard build, as we are always looking for
that ‘wow’ factor,” explained Alan, who would otherwise have used
reclaimed hand-made clay tiles. The Victorian is the third tile in the
Rosemary Clay Craftsman range offered by Redland - the UK’s leading
manufacturer and supplier of pitched roof systems – and has a darker and
grittier texture than either of the other tiles. All three tiles in the range –
Victorian, Hawkhurst and Albury – have a weathered look and give
traditional roofs a greater depth of texture and character. The tiles are
versatile and can be laid on a wide variety of roof configurations, using a
range of compatible fittings.
Enquiry 55

Brett Martin Throws Daylight on National Sports
Centre
Brett Martin Daylight Systems
has supplied a range of rooflight
solutions to the new £33m Oriam,
Scotland’s Sports Performance
Centre, creating a light and airy
environment offering exceptional
thermal comfort for athletes.
Designed by Reiach and Hall
Architects and built by Bowmer &
Kirkland, the centre at HeriotWatt University’s Edinburgh
campus includes a full-size
synthetic football pitch and two sports halls. The design of the secondary
sports hall required a roof allowing sufficient light and ventilation into the
building. The building features a curved roof, incorporating a combination
of rooflight systems from Brett Martin Daylight Systems that maximised
daylight and limited heat gain as well as being cost-effective. The products
chosen were not only economic, reliable and easy to install by specialist
contractor Keyclad, but using a combination of 19 Ritchlight mono pitched
rooflights and 120 Xlok Ultra panel glazing systems, vented and unvented,
ensured the aesthetic and performance requirements were met. Steven
Batty, Technical Sales Manager of Brett Martin Daylight Systems, said:
“The amount of air needed within the sports hall was massive, so we came
up with an opening method across the full bay that allowed greater air
flow.”
Enquiry 22

SuperQuilt Multi-Layer Foil Earns Agrement
Approval
The effectiveness of Super-Quilt,
part of the YBS range, as a single
layer insulation solution for use
beneath pitched roof rafters,
either in new-build or refurbishment situations, has been
underlined by the award of a BBA
Certificate. Agrement Certificate
17/5388 explains in detail how
the already widely specified,
multi-layer foil insulation can be used to retain energy within attic or
habitable loft spaces: cutting fuel bills, improving comfort levels for
building occupants and adding value. Importantly, it can be employed to
address detail areas such as the cheeks of dormers, dwarf walls, bonnet
hips and other features. The certification comes after prolonged evaluation
by the British Board of Agrement and covers such considerations as
related Building Regulation matters, design criteria, ventilation and
installation guidance, as well as regular review by the highly respected
authority. Crucially, the Agrement Certificate confirms that under normal
conditions the durability of the SuperQuilt will be equivalent to that of the
roof it is installed within and will contribute to controlling condensation in
the roof space, while offering very good thermal performance. YBS offers
a full specification and technical design service. For details call 01909
721662,
email
sales@ybsinsulation.com
or
visit
www.ybsinsulation.com.
Enquiry 57
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Leak-free Roof at Last for Layfield

Case Study
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Luxury Channel Island Homes Completed
with Bespoke Fascia and Soffits
saw the quality and appearance of the installation, he asked
for Skyline products to be used for the balconies too, but
manufactured to a much wider specification. The expertise of
Alumasc Skyline’s Technical Sales Manager Ivan Colvil was
integral to this next phase. Working with the architect,
contractor and the stockist, Ivan value engineered a bespoke
system that met the wider width specification, as well as the
functional and aesthetic requirements.
Contractor, Jeff Russ chose Alumasc Skyline: “We specified
Skyline because we know we can rely on it. It’s easy to handle
and its lightweight modular design means it’s easy to fit too.
It’s maintenance free, durable and available in a wide range of
colours and design options. So we know it will look great too.
We buy directly from Precision Plastics, but we also call on
Ivan for advice when we are looking for something out of the
ordinary.”
Four new-build architect-designed luxury homes in Jersey have recently been
completed on the site of a former nursing home. The original building had little
architectural merit, so there were no problems with conservation or planning –
but the high spec of the new £2,000,000 homes called for close attention to the
quality and appearance of every detail. Alumasc Skyline Facia, Soffit & Copings
- part of Alumasc Water Management Solutions (AWMS) - was able to provide
the perfect finishing touch with bespoke fascia and soffits.

Ivan adds: “Our extensive range and bespoke options means
we can be flexible to the specific design requirements of any
project, and our quick response to requests for tailored
solutions is an added bonus. For example when we were
asked for wide soffits and fascia for the balconies on this
project, we were able to value engineer the design to achieve
the right product, to the exact specification, within the
required timeframe and budget.
“Having a dedicated and longstanding distributor in Jersey is
ideal too”, continues Ivan. “Ian at Precision Plastics is a
central point of contact for the supply of our products, liaising
directly with specifiers and contractors to ensure their projects
go as smoothly as possible. His knowledge of our products
means each customer gets a solution that’s right for them.”
Alumasc Skyline products fit with both contemporary and
traditional architecture and are 100% recyclable. They’re made
from high quality BBA approved powder-coated aluminium to
any RAL or BSS colour and come with 25 years life
expectancy. Another significant benefit is that Skyline works
seamlessly with Alumasc Rainwater metal gutters and
downpipe for a premium look across different stages of the
project design.
For more information visit www.alumascskyline.co.uk, call 0808 100
2008 or follow @AlumascSkyline.

Architect Scott Smith of Godel Architects worked with Jeff Russ, the
contractor, and Ian Curwood of Precision Plastics, Alumasc’s Jersey stockists,
to achieve the perfect look. Scott was familiar with Alumasc Skyline products
from previous projects, so he knew he could specify exactly what he wanted - a
practical facia and soffit system which would be aesthetically pleasing and
competitively priced. Alumasc can provide standard and bespoke systems
which are adaptable enough to be virtually custom-made. But for this
development, Alumasc manufactured a completely bespoke solution.
The first part of the project involved roof clad overhangs and designing a
complex fascia/coping system. Scott Smith specified the look he wanted,
knowing he could have a tailored solution to meet his design, and selected the
products. When the first phase was complete and the developer, Barry Noel,
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Water ingress at Layfield Primary
School, Yarm is now a thing of the past
thanks to SIG Design & Technology, its
approved SIGnature Installer, Roofix
Ltd and the SIGnature bituminous
Torch-On System. SIG’s investigation
revealed that the two pitched oval roofs
had inadequate detailing around the
perimeter upstands and there was a
flat roof below. “The 450m2 flat roof
was damaged beyond repair and
needed to be stripped right back to
deck,” says SIG D&T’s Ian Dryden. A
new roof was then added using the
SIGnature system. SIG saved an estimated £60+ per m for the 250m2 pitched oval roofs by leaving
the original single ply roof in-situ, fitting a 300g separation fleece, a mechanically fixed underlay
and a fully-torched bonded layer of underlay and cap sheet. For more information see
www.singleply.co.uk.

Enquiry 29

Centaur’s Growth Continues
Leading liquid roofing manufacturer Centaur
Technologies has bolstered its operations with
the appointment of Laura Stevenson within its
southern sales team. Laura is a highly regarded
figure in the industry and has many years’
experience in liquid roofing products. Her
appointment as Southern Area Sales Manager
is part of Centaur Technologies’ ambitious
growth plans to serve a greater network of
customers in the south. Laura said: “Centaur
Technologies is one of the industry’s fastest growing liquid roofing manufacturers, so I was very
excited to take on this new role. They have a fantastic product and a terrific team, and I am really
looking forward to developing more business opportunities in the south with them.” Centaur
Technologies is expanding rapidly as an increasing number of new customers have come on board,
and will be extending its national presence by recruiting additional sales managers to serve the
Midlands in the near future. Centaur Technologies’ flagship Centech PU hybrid polyurethane roofing
system has been installed in many commercial and public sector buildings throughout the UK.
Centech PU has been developed with safety as a priority, and utilises sophisticated stripped freemonomer technology, making it potentially far less hazardous than other systems.
Enquiry 41

Aggregate Industries Employee Celebrates 40 Years with Company
Paul Marley, an Internal Sales Representative for
the Building Products division of Aggregate
Industries, is celebrating 40 years with the
leading construction materials supplier, having
started with the company in 1977, three weeks
shy of his 16th birthday. The Building Products
division specialises in concrete blocks, walling
blocks, roofing tiles and packed cement
products for both commercial and residential
buildings, and Paul’s current role involves
pricing and order fulfilment for structural walling
and roofing, as well as providing invaluable support to the Building Products team. Paul started work
with the company just three days after finishing school and, during his time, has been based at the
company’s factories in South Cerney, Cleveland Farm and Northend Works, in Swindon, where he is
currently located. To commemorate his 40th anniversary, Paul was presented with a Long Service
Award by Building Products Sales Director, Jeremy Lee. Outside work, Paul is a trustee and treasurer
of Cricklade Historical Society, and has recently become a Juror for a Ceremonial Court Leet. He also
spent 12 years as a part-time Reservist in the Royal Auxiliary Air Force, during which time he served
in the first Gulf War.
Enquiry 49

Kiwa BDA Appoints Cathy Liang as Technical Project Manager
Kiwa BDA has appointed Cathy Liang as its
new Technical Project Manager. Kiwa Ltd is
the UK provider of the BDA Agrément for
roofing, facade, insulation and other building
products. Cathy Liang, MIstructE, will be
instrumental in supporting the growing
demand for product approval. “Cathy’s
expertise makes her the ideal candidate for
the role” explained Kiwa’s CEO, Brian Austin.
“This business area is developing quickly, and
recruiting Cathy shows our commitment to
maintaining the integrity of our work and
providing our client base with easy access to a
technical resource.”
For more information, please email
chris.forshaw@kiwa.co.uk or call 07718
570564.

Enquiry 36

Redland’s Fontenelle Provides the
Finishing Touch at Finningley

As the director of housebuilding company Mell Homes,
Natalie O’Connor wanted something rather special
when she built her own home, so she chose the
Fontenelle Interlocking Clay Plain Tile, supplied by
Redland, the UK's leading supplier of concrete roof
tiles, clay tiles, roof slates, roofing product accessories
and fittings. Natalie explained: “This is a one-off house
for me and I intend staying in it for a long time; I knew
I wanted a flat, neat profile, and when I looked at all the
tiles Fontenelle really stood out for me. I’m very pleased
with the result.” Roofing with Fontenelle tiles will also
distinguish the four bed detached house from other
houses Mell Homes has constructed and is about to
construct nearby, as the new house will be in the
orchard that used to belong to Natalie’s father, who
started the family business 35 years ago. As well as its
attractive appearance, Fontenelle is also a less
expensive means of achieving a clay plain tile roof,
because being an interlocking tile means only 19.6 tiles
are needed per square metre, compared to 60 for
traditional clay plain tiles. Find out more at
www.redland.co.uk.

Enquiry 31

Firestone’s EPDM Goes Back to School
to Deliver a Perfect Match

Firestone’s RubberGard EPDM roofing membrane has
been used to provide a robust waterproofing solution for
two new build extensions at an eco-focused primary school
in Cheshire designed by White Design architects. Delivered
by contractor Designed Roof Systems Limited, the project
at Kingsmead Primary School in Northwich comes 13
years after the main cedar-clad school building was
constructed as one of the education sector’s first
exemplars of sustainable construction, using RubberGard
EPDM roof from Firestone. The hall extension and
classroom block abut the existing building, and the
existing roofing membrane has performed so well that the
same system was specified for the new additions.
Explained Mick Devlin from Designed Roof Systems:
“While it’s easy to see the difference between the existing
and new school buildings because the cedar panels have
weathered on the 2004 construction, the existing
RubberGard EPDM membrane looks and performs like
new, because it is inert, so does not change its
characteristics. As a result, there was no need to repair or
replace the membrane on the main school building; we
simply installed a new membrane on the extensions and
interfaced the RubberGard EPDM with the existing roof.”

Enquiry 39
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David Wilson Homes Specifies Forticrete Roof
Tiles for New Luxury Development

Dakea Roof Window Feature
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Choosing Roof Windows to Stand
the Test of Time
In the roof window market, selecting the right product can be a daunting task, influenced by
a multitude of factors. Here, Andrew Birch, Sales Team Leader GB at Dakea discusses some
issues to be considered before recommending the best product for a client’s installation.
Selecting the correct roof window for a
customer’s installation is of absolute
importance – it is a significant investment for
a homeowner, and an important addition to
their property for decades to come. However,
there are a multitude of factors to consider that
directly affect a client’s health and wellbeing
long after the roof window has been installed.
A fundamental consideration is the level of
acoustic insulation a roof light offers. Sound is
cited as the most common reason for abrupt
awakenings in the night, with noises that are
tolerable during the day suddenly becoming
disruptive to a good night’s sleep. Research
carried out by the World Health Organisation
(WHO) showed that sounds as low as 30
decibels (dB) can affect rest. Even moderate
rainfall can cause a significantly higher decibel
level of 40-55 dB, while road and air traffic can
cause noise levels of up to 70 dB. So the
location of the home and the ability of a roof
installation will make the most of the morning
window to dampen sound is critical.
sun, often desired for a kitchen extension; while
Another issue to take into account in the
a room used most in the evening – perhaps a
choice of roof window is its ability to cope
study or living room – will optimise the light
with all the demands the UK weather can
available with a westerly-facing roof window. Of
throw at it. Strong winds pose a particular risk course, it is often not possible to design the
to properties located near the coast or in
aspect, or indeed pitch, of a roof where a
exposed areas. The roof and windows are the
window is to be installed. In this case, the
two areas most vulnerable to gales and storms, choice of an appropriate roof window is critical
and must be able to withstand damage from
to the customer’s satisfaction and success of the
flying debris, as well as resist material
project.
degradation from long-term exposure to
A thorough assessment of all these factors
extreme conditions.
should be done before a specific roof window
The benefits to occupants’ mental, emotional
solution is recommended. For an installation
and physical well being of natural daylight are where noise reduction technology and UV
well-established and rooflights are
protection is of paramount importance, an
undoubtedly an optimum way to increase this appropriate roof window should be sought. A
in a dwelling or home extension. But one factor
that is often overlooked is that daylight
introduced into the home through a roof
window also contains ultraviolet (UV) rays that
can be detrimental to interior materials and
furniture fabrics. Depending on where the roof
window is sited this might be an important
consideration to prevent floors or fabric fading
and bleaching, degrading expensive interiors.
While a south-facing rooflight will flood the
space below with bright illumination, a
north-facing roof window will create a more
muted, reflected light. An easterly-facing
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Pro-tecting Strategic Sports Facilities

innovative
Forticrete’s
Gemini roof tile has been
specified by David Wilson
Homes (North West) for
use across Bollin Park, a
collection of four- and
five-bedroom properties
in Wilmslow, Cheshire.
The 24 acre development
was designed to create a
bespoke and prestigious range of properties. To ensure exactly that, David
Wilson Homes specified Forticrete’s Gemini roof tile in Grey and Mixed
Russet. Tony Sutton, Technical Director at David Wilson Homes (North
West), commented: “With Wilmslow such a sought-after location and one
with a considerable appetite for bespoke, exclusive homes, it was vital we
specified materials that reflected exactly that. Forticrete’s Gemini tiles
certainly didn’t disappoint.” Forticrete’s Gemini interlocking tiles have
been designed to replicate the look and feel of traditional plain tiles,
maintaining the appearance of a traditional plain tile roof. They have 50%
less CO2 emissions per m2 roof and improved coverage, using less tiles
per m2, making it much more cost-effective. The roof tiling solution
features increased strength and an even tighter interlock as standard, and
because they are so simple to install, the cost to lay them is also
significantly reduced. For more information visit www.forticrete.co.uk.
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Icopal System is Used to Reroof Flagship
Manufacturing Facility

product such as Dakea’s Ultima utilises two
layers of sound-reducing tear resistant foil
and a 6mm thick toughened external glass
pane - known as Noise Block technology –
which means the window mutes up to 50% of
traffic and rain noise. The incorporation of
Comfort Glass, gives two layers of heatreflecting and sun-protective coatings on
each pane. The coatings prevent 95% of UV
radiation from entering the room, whilst still
allowing plenty of light through, protecting
furniture, upholstery and floors from UV
damage and fading.
For exposed locations, look for a product
designed to safeguard against the risk of
exterior impact. The Dakea Ultima roof
window has a toughened external pane that
is 6mm thick - 1.5 times thicker than average,
and will resist hail, strong winds or even
category 1 hurricanes with wind speeds of
104 miles per hour.
Selecting a roof window can be a daunting
task for homeowners, with a multitude of
factors to be taken into consideration.
However, assessing the risks, drawing up the
desired outcomes and finding the perfect
solution for the client will pay off in the long
run for the installer, with satisfied customers
and an enhanced reputation, which – like the
roof windows – will stand the test of time.

A new competition-standard
swimming pool will deliver a
strategic venue for the sport
to develop for years to come,
innovative
through
construction
techniques.
Worcester City Council’s new
£10.5m pool extension at
Perdiswell Leisure Centre is
part of a national strategy to
get more people participating
in sport. Paid for in part by
Sport England as part of its Strategic Facilities Fund, the facility will
provide an eight lane main pool, a learner pool with moveable floor, and
seating for 250 spectators. The pool complex is being built by Speller
Metcalfe, with roofing executed by Britannia Site Solutions, using
2,300m2 Protan EX-A 1.5mm single ply polymer membrane adhered to
the aluminium and concrete roof decks. Britannia Site Solutions’ Director
Nick Coles explained: “It’s a comparatively complex roof, where we
needed to consider the significant number of penetrations and detailing
from plant and ducting, plus the different construction substrates, and
the aggressive environment of chemically-treated water beneath.” Protan
EX-A is a polyester reinforced membrane with a laminated fleece
underside, purpose-developed as an adhered system for environments
with high humidity such as swimming pools, or where mechanical fixing
is difficult or undesirable. For more information on Protan,
Enquiry 19
visit www.protan.co.uk.

Giant Boost for Bond It Brand

The main manufacturing facility of Mitsubishi Air Conditioning in Livingston
near Glasgow has been successfully reroofed without disruption to
production thanks to a well-executed retrofit contract by Mitie Tilley Roofing,
using the Icopal Thermosolo system. Just over 9,000m2 of the high
performance roofing membranes were installed across the factory’s main
roof during a seven week contract carried out by the Newcastle office of Mitie
Tilley: a major member
of Icopal’s national
installer network. While
Mitie Tilley is a regular
customer of Icopal, the
specification
was
awarded in this instance
not simply on the basis
of
the
continuing
partnership between the
two companies, but also
the need for carefully
scheduled deliveries to
the busy complex on the Houstoun Industrial Estate, Livingston. Gavin
Gowland of Mitie Tilley commented: “While the roof was not in a particularly
poor condition, the production processes carried on within the plant cannot
be put at risk, so the integrity of the waterproofing system is critical. We
therefore began the reroofing using a 15mm layer of recovery board,
followed by two layers of the Icopal felt for the upstand and other details.
Then a single layer across the rest of the roof.”
Enquiry 20

Abet Shelters RNLI Rescuers
Abet
Laminati’s
MEG
exterior grade laminate has
been used to clad the
exterior of the new offices
and crew rooms of the RNLI
Station in Brighton Marina.
Designed and supplied by
Aliva UK, MEG 414 was
chosen to match the
ceramic facades of the
surrounding buildings and
was face fixed with colour
coded rivets. The cladding
envelopes the station, keeping staff and crew warm and dry in the harshest
of weathers. This scheme is a perfect example of high performance MEG
in action, where the need for incredibly high performance and durability is
married with low life-cycle costs and aesthetic design. Carrying a BBA
Agrément Certificate, MEG is a self-supporting high pressure laminate
(HPL) for cladding the exterior of buildings, balconies and other
applications. It features high resistance to temperature, climate shock,
weathering, UV light and impact. Furthermore, its chemical resistant
nature and closed structure negate the need for any anti-graffiti treatment
and make the surface easy to clean. The range is available in more than
91 colours, including plain, wood finishes, simulated concrete colours and
metal. Samples and technical literature about MEG are available from
Abet Ltd on 020 7473 6915, or visit uk.abetlaminati.com.
Enquiry
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Bond It looks set to help stockists boost sales of its sealants, adhesives
and building chemicals through a high profile sponsorship deal. The
business, which manufactures a comprehensive portfolio of products from
a large production site in Elland, West Yorkshire, is once again acting as
the main sponsor of the Huddersfield Giants Rugby Super League team.
The 2017 season is the fourth consecutive season where Bond It has been
the Huddersfield Giants' main partner. Under the renewed sponsorship,
the Bond It logo
continues to appear on
the front of the Giants'
home and alternative
shirts as well as on the
team's training kit.
Bond It branding also
features on hoardings
and other areas around
the
Giants'
home
ground,
the
John
Smith's Stadium. This
visibility will help both
reinforce and increase awareness of the Bond It brand. Bond It's decision
to back the Giants again also reflects the company's commitment to being
a socially responsible business. David Moore, Managing Director at Bond
It, said: "Bond It's partnership with the Giants is good for our business,
good for the club and good for the local community.” More information on
Bond It can be found at www.bond-it.co.uk.

Enquiry 18

Redland Cambrian Provides Sheltered Housing
Cover in Bristol
Dilapidated
sheltered
housing in Bristol has been
brought up to 21st century
standards and given a
quality makeover using
Cambrian
Slate
–
a
lightweight interlocking slate
–
with
comprehensive
technical support from
Redland, the UK’s leading
manufacturer and supplier of pitched roof systems. Parbrook Court in the
Whitchurch area of Bristol is a council-run complex of five buildings
containing 33 flats, built in the 1970s to provide Supported Housing for
Older People with accommodation for clients and care workers. All these
blocks had mansard roofs, with the 1500m2 roofing area effectively
doubling the outer wall of the top floors; and their appearance
deteriorated badly as their fibre cement tiles failed. “The roofs suffered
from rainwater penetration, and it was clear continued patch repairs were
not a substantial solution,” said Tom Hughes, Project Surveyor with
Bristol City Council. “We had to find a material that was durable and
looked like natural slate.” Redland Cambrian Slates have a three-point
fixing, making them secure on the most exposed sites. Manufactured to
be lightweight with a thin leading edge and surface patterning taken from
impressions of real natural slates, Redland Cambrian Slates are suitable
for a wide range of projects.
Enquiry 56
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Forticrete’s Hardrow Slates Provide 18th Century Charm for
Development
Highly durable Hardrow slates from Forticrete have
been specified by Taylor Wimpey Homes (East
Midlands) for its stunning collection of one, three, four
and five-bedroom properties in the historic town of
Stamford. With Stamford steeped in historic charm,
built around picturesque 17th and 18th century
buildings which offer an attractive setting, Taylor
specified Forticrete’s Hardrow slates in diminishing
courses in Barley for an authentic traditional
appearance. Kevin Bendall, Design and Planning
Executive at Taylor Wimpey Homes (East Midlands),
commented: “It was clear that Forticrete’s Hardrow slates provided the ideal solution. The Barley
colour was chosen as it ensured the stimulating finish both ourselves and the local vernacular
required.” Suitable for use in regions where a natural stone slate appearance is required, Forticrete’s
Hardrow roof slates are manufactured with a slight variation in dimensional tolerance, adding to the
product's character when laid. The range, which is extremely durable and mellows with age, can be
laid in either random widths or diminishing courses for an authentic traditional appearance. The
slates are available in a variety of sizes, for both roofing and vertical cladding. For more information
on Forticrete's range of products, visit www.forticrete.co.uk.
Enquiry 26

Protan Has Got High Speed Rail Training in The North Covered
More than 1,000 apprentices will learn how to
build world-leading rail in a state-of-the-art
environment in Doncaster. And the world-leading
philosophy runs throughout, even on the roof of
the £21m, 7,200m2, three-storey Doncaster
National College for High Speed Rail, because
main contractor Willmott Dixon is using Protan
single ply membranes to ensure both the inverted
and warm metal roofs remain weatherproofed for
up to 30 years. Explained Peter Gleave of
Willmott Dixon: “It’s an unusual roof
configuration, being a variation on a gambrel or
sawtooth design. Protan was the preferred membrane on the project. To us it was of added benefit
that we could single-source the top single ply, upper and lower protection layers, vapour control and
anti-slip options, plus the accessories such as rainwater outlets, and utilise Protan’s technical
support on a complex structure.” Added Steven Holford, Protan Regional Sales Manager: “The
National College will train thousands of people to a level designed to make the UK a world leader in
high speed rail. It is fitting world-leading companies are involved in the construction. Protan is a
world leader itself, in membrane technologies, and operates in 50 countries.”
Enquiry 27

Manufacturing Headquarters
Takes Flight with Kingspan

VACGEN Ltd is redefining manufacturing
excellence at its new, purpose-built UK
headquarters in Hailsham, featuring a top-class
building envelope specification including roof
and wall systems from Kingspan Insulated
Panels. The development, constructed by CRB
Construction, provides research and production
facilities for Ultra High Vacuum (UHV)
equipment, and forms the first phase of the
Swallow Business Park. To create a modern yet
industrial aesthetic, Kingspan KS1000 Curvewall
and KS1000 Micro-Rib were selected for the
walls of the building envelope. Both Architectural
Wall Panel profiles were specified with Kingspan
Spectrum coating, providing a sleek, highly
durable and corrosion resistant metallic façade.
The panels were installed on the steel portal
frame by CRB Construction. The building
envelope was completed with a 3492 m2
KS1000RW Trapezoidal Roof. The 115 mm thick
through-fix trapezoidal roof panels can deliver Uvalues as low as 0.18 W/m2K and are suitable
for building applications with roof pitches of 4° or
more after deflection. To allow as much natural
light as possible into the building, 414 m2 of the
Kingspan Day-Lite Trapezoidal rooflights of the
same thickness were integrated into the roof
panel system. For further information call +44
(0)
1352
716100
or
email
info@kingspanpanels.com.
Enquiry 28
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Bilco Helps Secure Future of
Historic Blackburn Cathedral

Bilco products have been used in the
construction of a new residential development
at Blackburn Cathedral. Cathedral Court will
create apartment accommodation for clergy
and staff, plus new office space and
conferencing facilities. The development will be
the first cloister construction in the country in
600 years, and a range of Bilco products have
been fitted to ensure the building can stand the
test of time. A Bilco E-50T roof hatch with
vertical ladder access and an NB-50T roof
hatch with ship stair access were both installed.
Each of the roof access hatches have been fitted
with a Bil-Guard hatch railing system around
their exterior. The Bil-Guard system features a
self-closing and latching gate to make certain
the opening to the roof hatch is protected at all
times, and exceeds OSHA fall protection
regulations. The Bil-Guard hatch railing system
also comes with a 25-year guarantee. Although
modern in its design, the new building is built
using a combination of stone and slate
complementing the older materials used on the
Cathedral. A new garden area, conference
facilities, refectory and gallery space will also
be created. For further information about Bilco
products, visit www.bilco.com.

Xtralite Joins BIM Library
The national Building Information Modelling (BIM)
library has proved hugely successful with architects
and specifiers for both new build construction and
retro-fit renovation projects, with a wide variety of
products available. Now, a leading rooflight
manufacturer has added a range of its products to
the library so this important element of allowing
natural light into buildings, providing ventilation, and
complying with associated standards and
regulations can be addressed at time of specification. “BIM is a very useful tool, and one we are proud
to be associated with,” said Jim Lowther, Sales Director at Xtralite. “We appreciate the importance
of the tool during the specification process and how it supports the digital construction process,
delivering greater efficiencies and flexibilities in building design.” Many products, including Xtralite’s
X2 range, are featured in the National NBS BIM library, which also includes technical specifications
such as UV ratings, dimensions and suitability statistics. “Detailed architectural specification can be
achieved at all stages of projects now and BIM permits those specifications to be amended with ease
to ensure client, construction, historic property considerations and industry regulations are adhered
to,” said Jim. For more information visit www.xtralite.co.uk/, call 01670 354 157 or see
www.nationalbimlibrary.com/xtralite.
Enquiry 38

Conservatory Conversion Company Chooses YBS
Insullite, a Manchester based manufacturer specialising in
the upgrade of existing conservatory structures, is making
extensive use of high performance multi-foil insulation
from YBS in the construction of its replacement roofs.
Since the Managing Director Neil Birchall and his brother
set it up five years ago, Insullite has grown its business,
serving trade as well as private domestic customers right
across the UK, enabling property owners to make use of
their outdoor rooms all year round. They achieved this by
developing a lightweight, timber framed replacement roof
structure featuring the use of the YBS SuperQuilt multi-layer insulation, which is actually suitable for
use across the entire building envelope. The choice of the well proven, BBA accredited product,
enables the Insullite conservatory roof to achieve Building Regulation approval while maintaining the
elegantly low profile appearance complementary to existing conservatories. Recognised by the NHBC,
SuperQuilt comprises 19 layers including reflective foil, expanded polyethylene and polyester
wadding to provide a cost-effective alternative to much thicker insulation materials. Installed with a
25mm cavity, it controls not just radiated energy, but thermal conduction and convection. It creates
a vapour control layer and also combats thermal overheating
Enquiry 42
For more information visit www.insullite.co.uk.

JET Cox Rooflights in a
Different League

A leading Premiership football club has chosen
JET Cox Rooflights for their brand new training
facility in North London. Supported by Sport
England, the new facility was the result of
massive investment and will be utilised by the
first team squad and Youth & Development
teams. The project comprised the expansion
and upgrade of existing buildings on the site,
alongside the construction of a new player
performance centre, gym facilities, spa, ice
baths, meeting rooms and office space. The
club’s architect specified Glass Monopitch
Rooflights with specialized solar glazing from
JET Cox for the new two-storey extension to the
indoor training pitch – an area where
consistent, comfortable working conditions are
essential to ensure maximum performance
from the players. The slim profile, thermally
Monopitch
Rooflights
provide
broken
maximum design flexibility and are available in
a variety of standard and bespoke
configurations. Manufactured in accordance
with BS 1026, 1027 and 12211, Monopitch
from JET Cox are available to any length, spans
from 600mm to 9000mm, powder coated to
any RAL colour and can be mounted to flat or
ridged
roof
constructions.
For
more
information call 0121 530 4230 or visit
www.jet-cox.co.uk.
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Rainclear Expand Into Extra Warehouse
Rainclear have expanded into an additional
warehouse to significantly increase their stock of
the most popular colour, Heritage Textured Black,
in Half- Round, Victorian Ogee and 5x4 Moulded
Cast Aluminium gutter profiles, ensuring they are
all available for next day delivery. Cast Aluminium is
a cost-effective alternative to Cast Iron. It is lighter
and easier to handle and fix, is already the lowest
maintenance option for guttering, is non-corrodible
and durable, with a life expectancy of 40 years, and
is still 100% recyclable. The BBA approved in-house
factory applied Polyester Powder Coated (PPC) has
a life expectancy of at least 15 years in heavily
polluted areas and 20 elsewhere, and can extend the life of the product beyond 40. A choice of 26
colours is now consistently being delivered in 7-10 days. Choosing a unique colour or profile for your
rainwater system can be a great ‘differentiator’ or ‘the finishing touch,’ instead of simply a necessity
to protect your property from the long-term damage failure to manage rainwater can cause. Visit
‘The Home of Metal Guttering’ at www.rainclear.co.uk or, to get in touch with the friendly,
knowledgeable team at Rainclear, call 0800 644 44 26.
Enquiry 30

Rubik’s Cube Roof Solved by Contour Roofing and Sika Sarnafil
After the success of its previous award-winning project,
Ewart Grove, a London residential new build, Sika Sarnafil
Registered Contractor Contour Roofing was called on again
by client Paul Simon Homes to offer a premium
waterproofing solution for Cheltenham House. Another new
build project in London, comprising of 11 luxury
apartments, the entire roof and vertical works are shaped
like a Rubik’s Cube – a puzzle no match for Contour
Roofing’s problem-solving skills. Originally specified with
metal cladding, the client wished to replicate this look for
less cost, while achieving the same finish. Jonathan Woods, Contour’s Managing Director, once more
proved Sarnafil’s single ply membranes can accommodate the most complex builds, while offering
the client one of the most robust extensive product guarantees around. Contour worked closely with
Sika Sarnafil to generate a bespoke specification with Sika Sarnafil’s recently launched Self Adhered
membrane in lead grey, and décor profiles to emulate metal seams. Custom-made Sarnametal
details were cut and fabricated to accommodate the various angle changes on the roof, including
vent grills to the base of the cube. For more information on Sika Sarnafil, call 01707 394444, email
sarnafilroofing@uk.sika.com or visit http://gbr.sarnafil.sika.com.
Enquiry 25

Everyone’s Going Grey!

Freefoam Building Products are delighted to
showcase a recent installation using their
complete range of grey PVC roofline and
cladding
products.
The
property
in
Leicestershire featured a render finish to the
entire upper level. It had become patchy and
discoloured, and needed replacing or covering.
Likewise, the white fascia and black guttering
also needed updating. The homeowner was
introduced to the Freefoam range by local
supplier Tru Plastics Ltd. Fitting PVC cladding to
the exterior gave the property an instant facelift.
The homeowner chose Fortex Pro, a Double
Shiplap style board, in Slate Grey. Adding a
woodgrain foil finish fascia and soffit in
Anthracite Grey and a gutter system in the same
shade created an attractive co-ordinated look.
Trends are changing for external building
products, particularly doors, windows and
roofline. For many years white was the only
option and the only choice. But things have
changed. Developers, architects and specifiers
have seen the advantages of using colour as a
signature for their building projects. Freefoam is
the colour specialist. Manufacturing fascia and
soffit in eight stunning shades and eight
woodgrain finishes alongside cladding products
in 10 contemporary shades gives customers a
wide choice. All products are listed at
http://freefoam.com/.
Enquiry 43

Redland Craftsman Albury Crowns Eco-home with Period Twist
As experienced self-builders Richard and Jo
Collings had high standards for their final project
– a four-bedroomed energy-efficient house in rural
Warwickshire – they chose the Albury tile from the
Rosemary Clay Craftsman range developed by
Redland, a leading manufacturer and supplier of
pitched roof systems. The planners at Stratford
District Council were concerned not simply
because the house was in a conservation area, but
also because it would be next to an historic
church, parts of which date back to Norman times.
The new home replaces a 1960s bungalow, and its
roof now complements that of the re-roofed
church. Among the eco-friendly features are a heat recovery system in the roof which extracts heat
from outgoing air to heat incoming air, and a ground source heat pump that draws heat from 85
metres below ground. The Albury tile is one of three tiles in the Rosemary Clay Craftsman range and,
in common with the Hawkhurst tile, has a fine orange-red sanding over the surface and random black
patterning to recreate a weathered look. The latest addition to the range, Victorian, has a darker and
grittier texture. Visit www.redland.co.uk/craftsman for more details.

Enquiry 32

Guttercrest to Add ABP Building Products (Alifabs) to Range
Guttercrest have further strengthened their range
by obtaining ABP’s unique aluminium coping,
guttering and downpipe products, known as
Alifabs. Guttercrest accepted the opportunity to
expand their portfolio after ABP directors decided
to concentrate on other interests after their
property lease came to an end. Both firms have a
reputation for expert design and technical
expertise, with a product synergy that makes the merger of the lines a seamless one. Alifabs, founded
in 1957, started life supplying aluminium building products and lightweight structures to the
construction industry. After specialising in copings, their architectural coping system gained the
approval of the British Board of Agrément (BBA). As a result Guttercrest now boast the only BBA
tested and certified coping system. Guttercrest already manufacture over 40 standard types of
aluminium gutters, downpipes, fascias, soffits and wall copings. The addition of ABP’s product lines
will also include the Ali-fabs G146 and G55 guttering with complementary downpipe system and the
Ali-fabs Clickfix coping. These products will increase Guttercrest’s plans for growth after a £5m
investment in a new state-of-the-art facility in Shropshire in 2016. Visit the website
www.guttercrest.co.uk or email ali-fabs@guttercrest.co.uk for more information.
Enquiry
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Picture the Perfect Panel

Norbord’s new SterlingOSB campaign,
designed to promote sales of SterlingOSB
panels through builders’ merchants, is focused
around a theme of the product being “a great
deal better,” and hosts a builders’ competition
where weekly prizes can be won. Designed to
highlight SterlingOSB’s strengths in a host of
construction tasks, the campaign uses icons so
builders and merchant staff can identify at a
glance what the panel can do. For the first time,
OSB sales are ahead of plywood sales; as it is
more cost-effective, homegrown and can do
almost everything ply can do, it’s not hard to
see why! The simple icons highlight strength,
consistency, performance in humidity, and
various applications including walls, roofs and
site
hoardings.
SterlingOSB
is
used
decoratively as well as structurally in retail and
hospitality environments. David Connacher,
Norbord’s Brand and Communications
Manager, said: “The icons provide a quick and
easy way for merchants and builders to see the
main benefits of the product; as a reminder for
those who use the panel, and as an information
piece for those who may not have considered it
before.” For further information on Norbord,
call 01786 812 921 or visit www.norbord.co.uk
or www.sterlingosb.com.
Enquiry 13

Genuine Handmade Brookhurst Wentworth Clay Roof Tiles at Hever

Details Get Deserved Attention at the SPRA Awards

Hever Castle and Gardens, in Kent, is now home to
the Brookhurst Wentworth natural clay roof tile. It
was specified for the refurbishment of a variety of
buildings in the grounds of the castle, including the
Courtyard Shop and Head Gardeners’ offices. “The
roof tiles look really very good indeed, and blend
beautifully within this established site,” said Chief
Executive Duncan Leslie. “This tile has an authentic
hand-crafted appearance which immediately looks
far better than the more commonly available
machine-made versions. It would have been very
expensive and difficult to source a number of
authentic reclaimed tiles to complete this project.” Brookhurst tiles are made from the highest quality
clay material using traditional hand moulding and coal firing techniques. Whilst these glorious
traditions are maintained, Brookhurst tiles meet the highest technical standards and are fully
compliant with BSEN 538 and 539 test standards for strength, durability and weather protection.
Polegate Roofing Limited, East Sussex, a specialist roofing contractor serving the counties of Sussex
and Kent and a member of the Guild of Master Craftsmen, carried out the tile application. For more
information call 01908 311411, email sahtasuk@sahtas.com or visit www.sahtas.co.uk. Enquiry

IKO Polymeric’s registered contractor Delomac Roofing has been recognised
for the outstanding work demonstrated at the Grove Hotel’s roofing project in
Watford. The scheme, including the extension of the Cedar Suite, the Golf
Complex at Chandlers Cross and the reception area, were managed efficiently
between the single ply membrane manufacturer and Delomac Roofing,
leading them to win the Best Detailing Award 2017 at the Single Ply Roofing
Association (SPRA) Awards on 21st June. The extensions were added to the
hotel and golf facilities, sympathetically contrasting contemporary
construction elements with the period facades of the main building and the
surrounding grounds. The main contractor, Galliford Try engaged with
Delomac Roofing and IKO Polymeric at early stages, allowing a collaborative
and result-driven focus. The client was very satisfied with the aesthetic and
environmental qualities, durability of IKO Polymeric’s single ply membrane
and Delomac’s high standard of workmanship. After winning 2016’s
innovation award with a modular school project and being highly commended
for the health and safety
award with a 45,000m2
warehouse roof for Ocado,
IKO
led
project
this
Polymeric to another win at
SPRA Awards for the second
year in a row.
For more information
visit www.ikopolymeric.com.
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Bicester Takes the BCP Route
Bicester Roofing is one of the first companies to
take advantage of Redland’s accredited Basic
Competency Programme (BCP) for pitched
roofing. The BCP certificate, combined with a
Working at Heights CSCS Health & Safety Test
pass, entitles operatives to apply for the threeyear Red Experienced Worker CSCS ‘ticket,’
allowing them to work on site while working
towards the next qualification. The course
enables roofers without formal qualifications to
benefit from CITB-funded training because
Redland is an accredited provider of the BCP for
pitched roofing – and the only manufacturer to be approved, to date, in respect of pitched roofing.
“This course fills a big gap in training, because the majority of sites require all trades to have a CSCS
card but trainees can only apply for an emergency card, which just lasts six months,” explained
Antony White, Contracts Manager of Bicester Roofing. The main objective of the BCP is to support
roofers without either a full competency or an official roofing qualification in obtaining one; and help
them to convert their Green CSCS cards to the Blue Skilled Worker CSCS version. The BCP is
endorsed by the CITB, the NFRC, Competent Roofer scheme, and CSCS.
Enquiry 33

Fuel Savings are Easier Than Ever With The Fuelcard People
There’s so much in the news we can’t control these
days. But there’s one thing you can control: your
business’ fuel spend. And, as the name says, The
Fuelcard People are the people to help. The Fuelcard
People offer a range of leading-brand fuel cards and
associated support services to enable you to purchase
diesel and petrol at a discount. You have access to a
wide range of fuel cards from BP, Esso, Shell, Texaco,
Diesel Direct (Keyfuels) and UK Fuels, and can enjoy
average savings of around 4p at the pumps – and up to
10p less on motorways. Customers say it’s the personal
approach of The Fuelcard People that sets them apart.
Like knowing you’ll receive the most appropriate card
for your needs, because they’re not tied to any brand or
network so they can give you completely impartial
advice. If your business spends more than £500 a month on fuel, on average, then The Fuelcard
People can help save you money – and hassle. Want to see how much you could be saving? Check out
their Savings Calculator tool (www.thefuelcardpeople.co.uk/calculator-savingstool/) to see how much
less you could be paying per month.
Enquiry 47

Revolutionary Product Provides Smoke Safety
A new product by leading rooflight manufacturer
Xtralite will deliver huge benefits to the construction
industry in terms of smoke ventilation and safety both
in new build, retro-fit and restoration projects. Xtralite
has developed an Automatic Opening Vent (AOV)
which provides enhanced connectivity and boasts a
powerful 24-volt electric motor which effortlessly
powers the arms which open the vent. Upon detection
of smoke the vent will open automatically through an
integrated system, giving building users peace of
mind. “Our AOV combines the aesthetics and
practicalities of a rooflight and the essential safety of smoke ventilation,” said Jim Lowther, Sales
Director at Xtralite. “Increased flexibility is now given to specifiers to embrace the credentials of this
exceptional product, which supports essential requirements in commercial applications keeping
buildings and people safe.” Smoke and heat ventilation systems are designed to ensure a natural flow
of smoke from the building to the atmosphere, and AOVs fulfil this requirement by giving building
managers a safety option that reduces the build-up of heat and allows cool air to enter the building
whilst also aiding the egress of building occupants. For more information visit www.xtralite.co.uk, call
01670 354 157 or see www.aov-smoke-vent.co.uk.

Enquiry 51
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Makita’s New 10.8V BL Rotary
Hammer CXT is a ‘Mighty Mini’

Enquiry 53

Posi-Joists from Pasquill Bring Victorian Mansion
into the 21st Century
Pasquill, the largest supplier of trussed rafters in the UK, has provided PosiJoists for a Victorian mansion in Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield in the West
Midlands. The prestigious 600m2 property, set in almost half an acre of
grounds, has undergone partial demolition and a substantial extension by
Tame Construction on behalf of architects Janes Architectural. When
complete, the house will feature six bedrooms, a tennis court, pavilion, wine
cellar, orangery, media room, library/study, drawing room and guest suite.
Pasquill supplied over 300 Posi-Joists, which were specified by the architects
in lieu of traditional timber joists. Posi-Joists are metal web joists used in a
broad variety of applications, from domestic housing through to commercial
property developments and public sector buildings. They are dimensionally
stable, allowing designers particular freedom for internal room layouts, thanks
to their ability to cover large spans. Their open web design means easy
installation of and access to services, and their combination of timber and
steel web makes them
lightweight but strong.
Available in a range of
Posi-Joists
depths,
eliminate the need for
additional drilling and
cutting, and offer wide
flanges for the easy
fixing of flooring and
plasterboard.

Enquiry 54

Makita is expanding the increasingly popular
10.8v range of power tools where the superb
machine power performance is coupled with the
compact physical size of the machines. This
valuable combination of power and features,
integrated into the smallest possible machine
profile, makes this range attractive to any
professional tradesman working in confined
spaces or for prolonged periods of use where a
full size machine would prove cumbersome. The
new Makita HR166D 10.8v BL rotary hammer
drill, which features the sophisticated Makita
Brushless motor technology, has the
appearance and features of its 18v ‘big brother’
version but is a third smaller. This new rotary
hammer will run up to 680rpm and generate up
to 4,800 impacts per minute. With 1.1 joules of
energy the new HR166D will punch a 16mm hole
into concrete; 13mm in wood and 10mm in
steel. Two angle drive tools have also been
added to the 10.8v range. The new Makita
TL064D Angle Impact Driver CXT runs up to
2,000rpm and can deliver up to 3,000 impacts
per minute and generates a powerful 60Nm
maximum tightening torque. For more
information visit www.makitauk.com.

Enquiry 50

SFS Intec Appoints New National Manager in
Strengthened Sales Team
Leading fastener manufacturer SFS intec has promoted two experienced
members of its building envelope division to strengthen its sales team, as
it builds on its market-leading combination of technical expertise and
customer service excellence. Taking up the position as head of the roofing
and cladding sales team is David Osborne, who has worked for SFS intec
as a Technical Sales Advisor for the last 12 years. Appointed National
Sales Manager, David takes responsibility for the team of five Technical
Sales Managers, who serve customers at a regional and local level. David
will also personally manage key account customers across the UK and
help to drive SFS intec’s sales strategy, working closely with other
departments within the business, and supporting his team to ensure all
customers benefit from the very best service levels. Joining David’s team
following six years as an Application Technician providing on-site support
is Colin Black, who has been
promoted to Technical Sales
Manager for Scotland. He will
be the day-to-day point of
contact for clients based north
of the border, supported by the
technical teams in Leeds and
SFS intec’s global HQ in
Switzerland. For more details
see www.sfsintec.co.uk.
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Diary
Industry Events
20-23 September 2017
100% Design
Trade event for architects and designers. Emerging brands,
design and build, materials.
Olympia, London www.100percentdesign.co.uk/
13-5 October 2017
Solar & Storage Live
Eighth year: infrastructure, electric vehicles, energy storage,
latest tech, best practice, maintenance and optimisation. 54
hours of speakers.
2016: 3,000 visitors, 86 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham http://uk.solarenergyevents.com/
11-12 October 2017
Offsite Construction Show
Information, education, speakers and seminars all about the
fastest growth sector in construction.
2016: 2,800 visitors, 80 exhibitors
Excel, London www.offsiteconstructionshow.co.uk
10-12 October 2017
UK Construction Week
Nine shows under one roof for all professionals and trades
involved in the built environment, including Build Show. Mix of
seminars, demonstrations, debates and discussions.
2016: 30,000 visitors, 650 exhibitors
NEC, Birmingham www.ukconstructionweek.com
25-26 October 2017
London Build 2017 Expo
Dedicated entirely to construction opportunities in London and
the South East of England.
Conference and workshops; Zones and Area; London
Construction Awards; Meet the Buyer.
2016: 12,913 visitors, 197 exhibitors, 800 Hosted buyers
Olympia, London www.londonbuildexpo.com
15-16 November 2017
Architex
Architects, specifiers, planners and developers. Keynote
speakers, industry experts and workshops , exhibition.
Liverpool Exhibition Centre www.architexevents.com
20-21 November 2017
IOSH Conference 2017
Preminent conference for leaders in occupational safety and
health. For decision-makers to share learning and address
topical issues.
International Convention Centre, Birmingham www.iosh.co.uk
22-23 November
Scotland Build
Dedicated entirely to opportunities in Scotland. Covers digital,
sustainability, infrastructure, architecture and future.
Conference, workshops, speakers, seminars, networking.
2016: 5,630 visitors, 90+ exhibitors
SEC, Glasgow http://scotlandbuildexpo.com/
22-23 November 2017
Homes Conference and Exhibition
A specialist conference on strategic asset management and
residential development. Also featuring a popular advisory
panel and the Green Housing Forum.
2016: 3,000 visitors, 120 exhibitors
Olympia, London www.homesevent.co.uk
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